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ABSTRACT  

   

Previous research from Rajsic et al. (2015, 2017) suggests that a visual form of 

confirmation bias arises during visual search for simple stimuli, under certain conditions, 

wherein people are biased to seek stimuli matching an initial cue color even when this 

strategy is not optimal. Furthermore, recent research from our lab suggests that varying 

the prevalence of cue-colored targets does not attenuate the visual confirmation bias, 

although people still fail to detect rare targets regardless of whether they match the initial 

cue (Walenchok et al. under review). The present investigation examines the boundary 

conditions of the visual confirmation bias under conditions of equal, low, and high cued-

target frequency. Across experiments, I found that: (1) People are strongly susceptible to 

the low-prevalence effect, often failing to detect rare targets regardless of whether they 

match the cue (Wolfe et al., 2005). (2) However, they are still biased to seek cue-colored 

stimuli, even when such targets are rare. (3) Regardless of target prevalence, people 

employ strategies when search is made sufficiently burdensome with distributed items 

and large search sets. These results further support previous findings that the low-

prevalence effect arises from a failure to perceive rare items (Hout et al., 2015), while 

visual confirmation bias is a bias of attentional guidance (Rajsic et al., 2015, 2017).  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Imagine searching for your friend in a crowd. Your friend is fond of wearing the 

same green striped shirt every day, so you naturally scan the crowd for green shirts with 

horizontal stripes. Unbeknownst to you, your friend decided to wear a red shirt that 

particular day, throwing you off and delaying your search. You might even spot your 

friend in a red shirt but completely miss him at first. In this scenario, two cognitive 

phenomena work against you. First, you expect to find your friend in a green shirt 

because prior experience has told you that your friend frequently wears this shirt. The 

rare event of seeing him in red results in your failure to spot him (Wolfe, Horowitz, & 

Kenner, 2005). Second, you generate a mental image of your friend wearing his green 

shirt and use this to guide your eyes around the crowd. This mental template effectively 

biases you to seek anyone who matches visual characteristics of your friend such as the 

color green, and horizontal stripes (Wolfe, Cave, & Franzel, 1989; Wolfe, 1994; 2007). 

Unsurprisingly, you unconsciously rule out people wearing red shirts, which mismatch 

your mental template. In the following experiments, I examine how both target frequency 

and the bias to seek mentally salient things interact to influence human visual search 

behavior. 

The Confirmatory Visual Search Bias 

Rajsic, Wilson, and Pratt (2015; 2017) recently studied this bias of attention. They 

found that people are strongly biased to seek what they are primed to find, even 

perseverating in looking for cued items when this is inefficient. People searched for 

simple letters in displays comprised of eight ‘p,’ ‘b,’ ‘d,’ and ‘q’ letters, with letters 
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occurring in two possible colors. Crucially, prior to searching, people were shown an 

instruction screen that told them which letter to search for, but only one color was cued 

(e.g., “Search for a p. Press z if the p is this color: [green swatch]. Press m if the p is 

another color.”). A target was present in every display, and Rajsic et al. varied the overall 

proportion of letters matching the initial cued color to the uncued color, with .25, .50, or 

.75 matching the cue (see also Sobel & Cave, 2002). This paradigm makes strategizing 

possible: Ideally, people should restrict search to the minority subset in each display 

where possible (e.g., two green letters if the majority are red, Figure 1). If one of those 

letters is the target, then search is complete. If neither are the target ‘p,’ then people can 

infer that the target must be the other color and simply press the corresponding key 

without having to actually inspect the target, saving time.  Rajsic et al. reasoned that 

search response times (RTs) would show a quadratic trend if people were using such a 

strategy (Figure 2, left panel.), with faster search in the .25 and .75 cue color proportion 

conditions (no strategy is possible in the .50 condition).  However, if people were 

perseverating in seeking cue-colored items, search RTs would look linear, since search 

would take longer with each increase in the number of cue-colored items (Figure 2, right 

panel). This is what they found, and this linear trend persisted even when people were 

explicitly informed of the optimal strategy (Rajsic et al., 2015). On the surface, this 

inability to adopt appropriate search strategies suggests that the confirmatory search bias 

is highly automatic and resistant to conscious control. 
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Figure 1. General paradigm. 

 

 

Figure 2. Hypothetical search RT patterns. 

 

The Low-Prevalence Effect and Confirmatory Search 

Another highly automatic visual search phenomenon previously alluded to is the 

failure to detect rare search targets. This low-prevalence effect (Wolfe et al., 2005; 2007; 

Wolfe & Van Wert, 2010) is not only important in everyday life such as failing to spot a 

friend wearing a new shirt, but also has profound societal implications for professional 
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searchers such as Transportation Security Administration (TSA) agents trying to spot 

prohibited but rare items in passenger bags such as explosives (Godwin et al., 2010), 

radiologists looking for tumors through scores of tissue x-rays (Wolfe, Evans, Drew, 

Aizenman, & Josephs, 2015) , and bartenders looking for fake IDs during crowded 

weekends with hundreds of patrons (Papesh & Goldinger, 2014). In the context of Rajsic 

et al.’s paradigm, how might the confirmatory search bias and the low-prevalence effect 

interact? For instance, if people were cued as in Rajsic et al., but those cue-colored 

targets were extremely rare throughout the experiment, might they learn to rely less on 

the cue color as a template to guide search? We recently tested this hypothesis in three 

experiments (Walenchok, Goldinger, & Hout, under review), presenting Rajsic et al.’s 

paradigm while varying the frequency of cued targets, which could either be very 

common (high prevalence), very rare (low prevalence), or equally as likely as uncued 

targets (balanced prevalence). Our findings showed that people were strongly biased to 

seek cue-matching targets across groups, even when they were extremely rare, as 

indicated by eye-tracking measures. However, prevalence effects simultaneously 

persisted: People were clearly less accurate at detecting the less common target type; i.e., 

rare targets that mismatched the cue in the high prevalence group (where cued targets 

were more common), and rare targets matching the cue in the low prevalence group 

(where uncued targets were more common). These results reinforce Rajsic et al.’s 

previous eye-tracking findings that the visual confirmation bias is a bias of attention 

(2017), as well as previous findings from our lab showing that prevalence effects are 

primarily failures of perception (Hout, Walenchok, Goldinger, & Wolfe, 2015). 
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Automatic and Controlled Processing 

Why might people perseverate in seeking cued items, no matter how rare cued 

targets are, altogether showing little evidence of strategic, subset search? These results 

are intuitive in light of prior findings: Overlearned, automatic processing is far more 

efficient than effortful, controlled processing (e.g., Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977; Shiffrin 

& Schneider, 1977; Treisman & Gelade, 1980). Wolfe, Alvarez, and Horowitz (2000) 

outlined the relative inefficiency of controlled attention, even when target stimuli were 

perfectly predictable. They showed people rapid frames of circular visual search displays. 

In one condition, people were told to deploy attention at a specific rate clockwise around 

the circle, and target locations were always valid: If the target showed up in the first 

frame, it would always be at 12 o’clock, if in the second frame, it would be at one 

o’clock, and so forth. Another condition presented random target locations using the 

same search paradigm, which adaptive staircase results revealed to be much faster than 

the ‘predictable’ condition. These findings suggest that in the context of Rajsic et al.’s 

paradigm, strategically planning where to search is less efficient than simple random 

search. If people used a strategy, they would have had to first globally analyze the overall 

search display prior to initiating an eye movement, detect where the minority subset 

stimuli lie, and plan and execute eye movements accordingly. Unsurprisingly, random 

unplanned search is likely more efficient in the vast majority of such searches, especially 

given the relatively small display sizes (eight items) and presentation in consistent 

circular arrangements. People seek what is mentally salient by default, no matter how 

rare. 
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Rajsic et al. (2017) provided further evidence for this account by increasing the 

temporal cost associated with each deployment of attention. In addition to the standard 

paradigm from their 2015 paper, Rajsic et al. presented similar displays in which each 

stimulus was occluded by colored circles, using gaze-contingent and mouse-contingent 

paradigms. In these experiments, letter stimuli were only unmasked upon direct visual 

inspection (or mouse pointing), which eliminated the usefulness of peripheral attention. 

Search RTs reliably showed quadratic trends in these conditions, suggesting that people 

began to strategize when the default method—automatic, random search—was too 

temporally costly. 

The Present Investigation 

In addition to extending Rajsic et al.’s (2017) research on economical search, my 

goal in the present investigation was to generalize our understanding of search behavior 

under conditions of salient cues and unequal target prevalence by using a variety of 

paradigms and complexity of stimuli. First, I aimed to replicate the confirmatory search 

phenomenon observed by Rajsic et al. and in our recent investigation (Walenchok et al., 

under review) with several methodological improvements (Experiment 1). In Experiment 

2, I sought to determine the conditions necessary for people to switch from the default, 

automatic search mode to the controlled, strategic search observed in Rajsic et al.’s 

(2017) gaze-contingent displays, but using a more conventional visual search paradigm 

with widely distributed stimuli and various search set sizes. In Experiment 3, I explored 

the effects of salient cues and low target prevalence on purely perceptual processing 

independent of attentional guidance, by presenting all “search” displays sequentially in 

rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP). Experiment 4 investigated salient search cues 
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and differing levels of target prevalence with complex, real-world stimuli. Specifically, 

professional searchers in the TSA scour x-ray images of passengers’ bags for prohibited 

items such as knives and firearms, but these weapons can occur in novel configurations 

and materials (e.g., knives disguised as pens, 3d-printed firearms). How might the low-

prevalence effect and the confirmatory search bias influence behavior when people 

search for already rare items that can occur in even rarer forms? Overall, the results of 

my investigation provide valuable insights into human search behavior when finding rare 

items is critical but salient visual information provides a potentially hazardous shortcut 

by default. 
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENT 1 

 My goal in Experiment 1 was to replicate previous findings using a number of 

methodological improvements to the subset search paradigm, while tracking participants’ 

eye movements. Rajsic et al. (2015; 2017) presented visual search displays containing 

simple letter stimuli that matched and mismatched a salient cued color presented in an 

instruction screen prior to the search task (Figure 1). Rajsic et al. chose the two salient 

colors at random for each participant, from a relatively limited set of seven colors without 

explicitly controlling for color similarity. In order to maximize the distinctiveness of cued 

and uncued colors for each participant, I created a pool of letter stimuli whose colors 

were controlled for adjacent distance in objective color space, as established by previous 

research (Stroud, Menneer, Cave, & Donnelly, 2012). This enabled me to randomly 

select two objectively, maximally distinct colors as the cued and uncued color for each 

participant. I also slightly varied these colors throughout the experiment for each 

participant. First, changing the cued and uncued colors slightly across blocks of trials 

enables generalization. Any salient pre-search cue should give rise to confirmatory search 

behavior, while unbalanced color prevalence should give rise to prevalence effects, 

regardless of whether those colors change. Most importantly, I wanted to determine 

whether people would learn, either implicitly or explicitly, that the cued color, regardless 

of its particular form, is highly reliable under conditions of both low and high cued target 

prevalence. Under high prevalence, the cued color is reliable in that it straightforwardly 

predicts which targets will occur most often. People should adopt this color as a search 

template to guide attention, regardless of whether this color changes slightly in different 
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experimental blocks. Under low prevalence, the converse is true, as the cued color is 

reliable in predicting rare targets, which should encourage people to not adopt this color 

as a mental template to guide attention.  However, given the previous findings discussed 

(Walenchok et al., under review), people might opt to use such cues as search templates 

regardless of cued target prevalence. Both alternatives were investigated via eye-tracking 

measures of attentional guidance and perceptual decision-making.  

 In addition to changing the stimulus colors, I also changed the response 

requirements. Rather than responding with the same key to both terminate search and 

verify the target identity (e.g., pressing ‘z’ upon finding a cued target, ‘m’ for uncued), 

people instead pressed a neutral key (the space bar) to terminate search, then verified the 

target’s identity in a separate display (Hout et al., 2015; Hout & Goldinger, 2010; 2012). 

The aim of this method was to minimize motor errors, particularly those associated with 

repeatedly responding for one target type as is necessary when target prevalence is 

unbalanced (Fleck & Mitroff, 2007). Surprisingly, results from our previous investigation 

of confirmatory search suggest that using this separate response method attenuates (but 

does not eliminate) the confirmatory search bias, while using the standard response 

method of Rajsic et al. (2015; 2017) replicated their original finding. My goal was 

therefore to minimize the potential for response preparation effects to artificially inflate 

the visual confirmation bias. 

Method 

Participants. A total of 76 participants completed Experiment 1, and all were students 

participating for partial course credit at Arizona State University. All participants were at 

least 18 years of age and provided informed consent prior to participating. All procedures 
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were approved by Arizona State University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB; see 

Appendix A). 

Apparatus. Data were collected using a Dell Optiplex 755 dual-core PC (2.66 and 1.97 

GHz) with 3.25 GB RAM and an ATI Radeon HD 2400 XT video card, running 

Windows XP. Stimuli were presented using a NEC MultiSync 2111 CRT monitor with a 

20-inch viewable display, at 1280 × 1024 resolution at 85 Hz. Eye movements were 

recorded using the Eyelink 1000 desktop system (SR Research, Ltd., Mississauga, 

Ontario, Canada). Viewing was binocular, the left eye was recorded at 500 Hz, and head 

movements were minimized using a chin rest. Stimuli were presented with E-Prime 2.0 

software (Schneider, Eschmann, & Zuccolotto, 2013) and data were exported using the 

Data Viewer software from SR Research. 

Stimuli. All stimuli consisted of the letters ‘b,’ ‘d,’ ‘o,’ and ‘p,’ each in Arial font and 

approximately 1° in width and 2° in height. One target letter (e.g., ‘p’) was randomly 

selected for each participant and remained consistent throughout the experiment, with the 

remaining serving as non-target distractors. Stimuli were presented against a gray 

background (RGB: 128, 128, 128) in circular visual search displays with an 8° radius 

from fixation. For each experimental block, stimuli were selected from a color “wheel” 

wherein adjacent colors were equally distant in color space (Figure 3; Stroud et al., 

2012). Five pairs of colors were randomly selected for each participant, with the 

constraint that each member of a pair was maximally distant on the color wheel to ensure 

distinctiveness between cued and uncued colors. Pairs were selected also with the 

constraint that the five cued colors were adjacent, as were the five uncued colors, for 

consistent target-distractor mapping (Schneider & Shiffrin,1977; Shiffrin & Schneider, 
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1977; i.e., cue colors were generally similar to each other, and uncued colors were similar 

to each other but maximally different from the cue color set). One pair was eliminated 

from the pool due to one member being subjectively similar to the gray background (10 

early participants received this pair but passed the outlier exclusion criteria, see below). 

Each pair was presented twice; once prior to a midway break (see below) and once post-

break, with no single pair presented consecutively across blocks. See Appendix B for all 

stimulus RGB values. 

 

Figure 3. Color stimuli from Stroud et al., 2012. The 

boxes indicate two maximally different example colors. 

 

 

Design. Independent measures included the between-subjects variables Target Color 

(whether the actual target occurring in a display matched or mismatched the cued color), 

and Cue Color Proportion (.25, .50, or .75 items in a given display matched the cued 

color, with the remaining in the uncued color). Prevalence Group (high, balanced, and 

low) was manipulated between-subjects. Cued and uncued targets were equally probable 

in the balanced prevalence group; essentially a replication of Rajsic et al. (2015; 2017). In 

the high prevalence group, cue-colored targets were common, occurring in 75% of trials; 

low prevalence group members only encountered cued targets in 25% of trials.   
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Procedure. Following an initial nine-point eye-tracking calibration and the instruction 

screen, participants were shown the cue screen prior to beginning search (cue screens 

occurred prior to every block of trials). Each search trial consisted of a “get ready” 

screen, followed by a fixation cross for 500 ms, the search display, and the target 

confirmation screen (Figure 4). Response mapping was counterbalanced across 

participants in the target confirmation screen. In order to ensure eye-tracking accuracy, 

the pre-search fixation cross was gaze-contingent, requiring fixation for 500 ms in order 

to proceed. After completing six practice trials of equal target prevalence and a baseline 

block of 60 trials with equal target prevalence, participants completed nine main 60-trial 

blocks. The purpose of baseline trials was to ensure no preexisting group differences 

(Hout et al., 2015). A mandatory one-minute break was given midway through, and 

participants could take breaks as needed. Eye-tracking calibrations were performed 

before each block and as necessary to ensure accurate tracking. Following the final block, 

participants were given a surprise questionnaire to evaluate explicit awareness of strategy 

use (Rajsic et al., 2015; 2017). The questionnaire consisted of six hypothetical displays 

from the experiment, one from each cell of the design. Participants were given a text 

prompt in the center of each display and instructed to describe which color they would 

choose first to inspect in each display. 

 This questionnaire was conducted similarly in all experiments in this 

investigation, and participants were classified, post-hoc, as strategic or non-strategic 

searchers based on their responses (i.e., strategic searchers explicitly indicated preference 

for inspecting the subset color where applicable in a majority of prompts regardless of 

whether it matched the initial cue). In most experiments in this investigation, strategic 
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searchers comprised a small fraction of each group and no meaningful differences were 

observed, as in Rajsic et al, 2017 (these analyses will therefore not be further discussed, 

except in Experiment 3). 

 

Figure 4. Experiment 1 trial progression. 

 

Results 

Prior to data analysis, six participants were excluded due to a heavy reliance on 

covert attention (i.e., minimal saccadic eye movements from center), and an additional 

two were excluded due to poor eye-tracking accuracy. One additional participant was 

excluded due to equipment error, and one excluded due to self-reported color deficiency. 

After these initial exclusions, two additional participants were excluded following the 

outlier analyses: one from the balanced prevalence group due to low accuracy (< 2.5 

standard deviations (SD) from the group mean) and one from the high prevalence group 

due to slow search RTs (> 2.5 SD). The final tally included 23, 20, and 21 participants in 

the balanced, high, and low prevalence groups, respectively. The following analyses also 

include only valid eye-tracking trials, defined as containing at least one fixation within 

2.5° of a stimulus (96% retained, includes incorrect trials).  
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Statistical Methodology 

In all analyses throughout this investigation, I first present the full mixed 

ANOVA model, including both within and between-subjects variables, then I present the 

same analysis including only the low and high prevalence groups for comparison between 

these conditions of interest. The main results of concern are significant main effects of 

and interactions with Prevalence Group, and main effects of Target Color and Cue Color 

Proportion, particularly the Target Color × Cue Color Proportion interaction. I therefore 

largely limit discussion to these effects for simplicity. For clarity, all results are in 

Appendix C and effects of interest are discussed in-text when significant (p < .05). When 

informative, I then present targeted within-group analyses and polynomial contrasts 

testing for linear and quadratic trends across levels of Cue Color Proportion for the search 

RT and some eye-tracking measures; quadratic trends are diagnostic of the subset search 

strategy, while the absence of such trends (i.e., linear only) indicate confirmatory search 

(Rajsic et al., 2015; 2017). Where both trends are significant, I use effect size to indicate 

the better-fitting trend.  

Where applicable, multivariate results (Pillai’s Trace) are reported to account for 

violations of the statistical assumption of sphericity in repeated-measures designs 

(Keppel & Wilkins, 2004). All discussed results correspond to the main experimental 

trials, except instances when post-hoc analyses of individual differences in strategy use 

are also discussed. Baseline results across all experiments did not reveal meaningful 

behavioral differences across all experiments. Finally, missing cells occasionally 

necessitated removal of individual participants from analysis, particularly due to the 

nuances of eye-tracking measures (e.g., comparing initial inspections of cued versus 
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uncued nontargets). As a rule, participants were retained as much as possible, such that 

exclusion from one analysis did not preclude inclusion in the other analyses. All degrees 

of freedom are reported in Appendix C.  

Behavioral Measures 

Accuracy, overall. All ANOVA results for Experiment 1 are depicted in Table C1. In the 

full analysis including all variables, significant group interactions included Target Color 

× Prevalence Group a marginal Cue Color Proportion × Prevalence Group interaction. 

Overall accuracy was .98 for all three groups. 

Accuracy, high and low prevalence groups only. In the analysis comparing the High 

and Low Prevalence groups, significant between-subjects effects of interest included 

Target Color × Prevalence Group and Cue Color Proportion × Prevalence Group.  

Given the significant group interactions, I therefore conducted targeted analyses 

looking at each group in isolation. Neither main effect nor the interaction were reliable in 

the balanced prevalence group analysis. 

Accuracy, high prevalence. Only the effect of Target Color was reliable. As the top 

center panel of Figure 5 depicts, people were predictably more accurate at detecting the 

more common cue-colored targets (.99) than uncued targets (.97).  

Accuracy, low prevalence. Both the main effect of Target Color and the Target Color × 

Cue Color Proportion interaction were significant, while the main effect of Cue Color 

Proportion was marginal (Figure 5, top right). Again, people were susceptible to the low-

prevalence effect, with generally higher accuracy for the more frequent uncued targets. 

Search RT, overall. All main effects and interactions were significant, except for the 

main effect of Prevalence Group (see Table C2 for all search RT analyses). 
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Search RT, high and low prevalence groups only. All main effects and interactions 

were reliable except for the marginal effect of Target Color, and Prevalence Group was 

again null. Targeted analyses further examined each group. 

Search RT, balanced prevalence. Both main effects and the Target Color × Cue Color 

Proportion interaction were significant. Polynomial contrasts tested for trends across 

levels of Cue Color Proportion, looking at each Target Color condition in isolation due to 

the presence of the interaction. Both trends were significant in trials with cue-matching 

[linear: F(1, 22) = 37.09, p < .001, ��
� = .63; quadratic: F(1, 22) = 13.12, p = .002, ��

� = 

.37] and cue-mismatching targets [linear: F(1, 22) = 5.75, p = .025, ��
� = .21; quadratic: 

F(1, 22) = 4.90, p = .038, ��
� = .18]. The linear trend was better-fitting in each, although 

the bottom left panel of Figure 5 suggests that people used a subset search strategy. 

Search RT, high prevalence. All effects were again significant, and contrasts revealed 

significant linear [F(1, 19) = 48.27, p < .001, ��
� = .72] and quadratic [F(1, 19) = 6.74, p 

= .018, ��
� = .27] trends in trials with cue-matching targets. In cue-mismatching trials, 

only the quadratic trend was reliable [linear: F(1, 19) = 1.51, p = .235; quadratic: F(1, 19) 

= 8.16, p = .010, ��
� = .30]; Figure 5, bottom center panel. The large difference between 

trials with cued and uncued targets indicates a strong prevalence effect. 

Search RT, low prevalence. The main effect of Cue Color Proportion and the interaction 

were significant, but the effect of Target Color was not. Contrast analyses showed both 

trends to be reliable both in trials with cue-matching targets [linear: F(1, 20) = 59.09, p < 

.001, ��
� = .75; quadratic: F(1, 20) = 6.90, p = .016, ��

� = .26] and cue-mismatching 

targets [linear: F(1, 20) = 40.44, p < .001, ��
� = .70; quadratic: F(1, 20) = 14.29, p = .001, 
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��
� = .42], with a better-fitting linear trend in each (Figure 5, bottom right panel). At first 

glance, this pattern suggests a subset search strategy as in the balanced prevalence group. 

 

Figure 5. Experiment 1 behavioral results. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean 

(SEM) and asterisks indicate reliable pairwise comparisons (p < .05). 

 

 As predicted, prevalence effects were reliable in both accuracy and search RT 

measures. The top panel of Figure 5 indicates that people were less accurate at detecting 

rare targets. The search RTs depicted in the bottom of Figure 5 ostensibly tell a different 

story. Prevalence is clearly evident in the high prevalence condition (middle), where 

people were predictably slower at detecting the rare, uncued target, yet the low 

prevalence results (right) appear to indicate that people were less susceptible to 
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prevalence effects, almost mirroring performance in the balanced prevalence condition 

(left). However, these results closely resemble our previous behavioral findings 

(Walenchok et al., under review). When cued targets are common (high prevalence), this 

high target frequency amplifies the effects of confirmatory search. In contrast, when cued 

targets are rare (low prevalence), little evidence of the low-prevalence effect remains in 

search RT (yet is clearly apparent in search accuracy). Tracking participants’ eye 

movements clarifies this interaction between target prevalence and the visual 

confirmation bias.     

The following eye-tracking measures were conducted to assess attentional 

guidance and perceptual decision-making. As previous research has shown (Rajsic et al., 

2017; Walenchok et al., under review), I expected measures of attentional guidance to 

primarily show a bias to stimuli matching the cue across prevalence conditions, while 

measures of perceptual decision-making would reflect the less accurate and less efficient 

identification of rare items (Hout et al., 2015).  

Eye-Tracking Measures: Attentional Guidance 

 Following Rajsic et al., 2017, measures of attentional guidance include: (1) mean 

inspection count, the overall count of objects inspected in a trial, (2) selectivity, the 

attentional bias to items matching the cue, and (3) inference, which assesses the 

proportion of trials containing a target inspection, because strategic search sometimes 

entails inferring target identity (eliminating the need for target inspections). 

Mean Inspection Count 

 This straightforward measure of attentional guidance assessed the overall number 

of objects inspected during a trial. An inspection was defined as any fixation within an 
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object’s 2.5° boundary. Small corrective saccades within this boundary were counted as 

part of the same inspection, and return inspections after exiting the boundary were added 

to this global total. 

Mean inspection count, overall. The full model revealed significant Target Color × 

Prevalence Group and Target Color × Cue Color Proportion × Prevalence Group 

interactions. The Cue Color Proportion × Prevalence Group interaction as marginal (see 

Table C3 for all mean inspection count results). 

Mean inspection count, high and low prevalence groups only. All main effects and 

interactions were significant, except for the main effect of Prevalence Group.   

Mean inspection count, balanced prevalence. Both main effects and the interaction 

were significant. Contrasts revealed reliable linear and quadratic trends, both in trials 

with cue-matching targets [linear: F(1, 21) = 38.96, p < .001, ��
� = .64; quadratic: F(1, 

22) = 12.06, p = .002, ��
� = .35] and cue-mismatching targets [linear: F(1, 22) = 23.10, p 

< .001, ��
� = .51; quadratic: F(1, 22) = 10.35, p = .004, ��

� = .32]. The linear trend was 

better-fitting in each level of Target Color (Figure 6, left). 

Mean inspection count, high prevalence group. Both main effects and the interaction 

were again significant. Only the linear trend was reliable in trials with cue-matching 

targets [linear: F(1, 19) = 3.87, p < .001, ��
� = .66; quadratic: F(1, 19) = 2.07, p = .167], 

and only the quadratic trend was reliable in trials with cue-mismatching targets [linear: 

F(1, 19) = 0.86, p =.365; quadratic: F(1, 19) = 1.77, p = .003, ��
� = .37] (see Figure 6, 

center panel). 

Mean inspection count, low prevalence group. The main effect of Cue Color 

Proportion was significant, as was the interaction, but the effect of Target Color was not. 
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Both trends were significant in trials with cue-matching targets [linear: F(1, 20) = 47.45, 

p < .001, ��
� = .70; quadratic: F(1, 20) = 8.18, p = .010, ��

� = .29] and in trials with cue-

mismatching targets [linear: F(1, 20) = 40.20, p < .001, ��
� = .67; quadratic: F(1, 20) = 

16.49, p = .001, ��
� = .45], with stronger linear trends in each (Figure 6, right panel). 

 Overall, the global inspection count results mirror those of the search RT analyses 

above. The pattern in Figure 6 indicates fewer inspections when targets occur in the 

minority subset, suggesting the subset strategy. However, more inspections occur when 

this subset does not include the target, suggesting that people continue on rather than 

optimally inferring the target’s identity. The selectivity analysis below explores the bias 

of initial and subsequent inspections. 

 

Figure 6. Experiment 1 mean inspection count results. Error bars indicate SEM and 

asterisks indicate reliable pairwise comparisons (p < .05). 
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Selectivity 

 This measure provided further insight into attentional guidance, by assessing the 

bias to cue-colored items within the display while accounting for chance inspections. 

Selectivity was assessed by the following equation (Rajsic et al., 2017):  

�����	
 =  
���	�����
 − ���ℎ����


1 − ���ℎ����

 

where p(observed) indicates the proportion of inspections to stimuli matching the cue, 

and p(chance) indicates the proportion of cue-matching items in a given condition (i.e., 

the Cue Color Proportion variable: .25, .50, or .75). The denominator scales this bias to 

the maximum possible difference (see also Cohen, 1960). When the numerator is 

negative, this would indicate a bias away from cue-matching and toward cue-

mismatching stimuli. In such cases, the equation was modified: 

�����	
 =  
���	�����
 − ���ℎ����


1 − �1 −  ���ℎ����


 

to reflect this cue-mismatching bias (J. Rajsic, personal communication, March 2017). 

Following Rajsic et al.’s 2017 procedure, I calculated p(bias) separately for the first 

inspection in all trials in a given condition, and for all subsequent inspections. This new 

variable is called Epoch, where epoch 1 indicates the initial inspection bias, and epoch 2 

indicates the aggregate bias in all subsequent inspections.  

Selectivity, overall. The full model revealed a main effect of Prevalence Group. Reliable 

interactions of interest included Epoch × Prevalence Group, and a marginal four-way 

interaction (see Table C4 for all selectivity results).  

(1) 

(2) 
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Selectivity, high and low prevalence groups only. Significant main effects and 

interactions were identical to those observed in the overall analysis above, except that the 

four-way interaction did not approach significance.  

Selectivity, balanced prevalence. Target Color and Cue Color Proportion were 

significant, and Epoch was marginal. Target Color × Cue Color Proportion, Target Color 

× Epoch, and Cue Color Proportion × Epoch were also significant. 

Selectivity, high prevalence. All three main effects were significant, as was the Target 

Color × Epoch interaction. The Cue Color Proportion × Epoch and Target Color × Cue 

Color Proportion × Epoch interactions were marginal. 

Selectivity, low prevalence. Target Color and Cue Color Proportion were significant, as 

were the Target Color × Cue Color Proportion, Target Color × Epoch, and Cue Color 

Proportion × Epoch interactions. 

 For clarity, Figure 7 combines all groups, collapsing across the variables Cue 

Color Proportion and Target Color. As Figure 7 indicates, people were biased to inspect 

cue-matching stimuli across prevalence conditions (except for epoch 1 in low 

prevalence), generally replicating our previous findings (Walenchok et al., under review) 

and those of Rajsic et al. (2017).  
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Figure 7. Experiment 1 selectivity results. Positive values indicate 

a bias to inspect cue-matching stimuli. Error bars indicate SEM. 

 

Inference 

 These results effectively assess the strategic use of attentional guidance. Recall 

that strategic search entails more than simply inspecting the minority subset. When this 

subset does not include the target, one can infer that the target must occur in the 

unattended color, making such target inspections unnecessary. Strategy use can be 

gleaned from simply looking at the proportion of target inspections, which the following 

analyses examine.  

Inference, overall. The reliable effect of interest was Target Color × Prevalence Group, 

and the main effect of Prevalence Group was marginal. All inference results are reported 

in Table C5. 

Inference, high and low prevalence groups only. All three main effects were 

significant, and the Target Color × Prevalence Group interaction was again reliable. 

Inference, balanced prevalence. Both the main effect of Cue Color Proportion and its 

interaction with Target Color were significant. The crossover “X” interaction suggests 
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strategic search (Figure 8, left), wherein people generally found less need to inspect 

targets occurring in the majority subset. 

Inference, high prevalence. The main effect of Target Color was significant, as was its 

interaction with Cue Color Proportion. The absence of a full crossover interaction, 

however, indicates that people were not searching strategically overall (Figure 8, center). 

Inference, low prevalence. Only the interaction was significant. As in the balanced 

group above, the crossover “X” pattern again indicates strategic search (Figure 8, right). 

 

Figure 8. Experiment 1 inference results. Crossover interactions indicate strategic 

search. Error bars indicate SEM. 

 

Eye-Tracking Measures: Perceptual Decision-Making 

 I conducted the following analyses in order to assess how accurately and 

efficiently people identified objects during search, which include (1) first stimulus 

inspection duration, following Rajsic et al., 2017, (2) decision time, the duration between 

first inspecting the target and terminating search, and (3) perceptual failures, which 

assessed accuracy only in trials containing a target inspection. 
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First Stimulus Inspection Duration 

 This measure assessed the inspection duration for non-targets; i.e., excluding 

trials in which the target was the first item inspected, following Rajsic et al.’s (2017) 

procedure. An additional variable was included, Distractor Color, to determine whether 

inspection durations differed between first inspections to cue-matching and cue-

mismatching distractors.  

First stimulus inspection duration, overall. The only effect of interest approaching 

significance was a marginal Distractor Color × Prevalence Group interaction. All first 

stimulus inspection duration results are reported in Table C6. 

First stimulus inspection duration, high and low prevalence groups only. The 

Distractor Color × Prevalence Group interaction was now reliable, and the four-way 

interaction was marginal. 

First stimulus inspection duration, balanced prevalence. Only the Target Color × Cue 

Color Proportion and Target Color × Distractor Color interactions were significant. 

First stimulus inspection duration, high prevalence. The main effect of Distractor 

Color was significant, as was the Target Color × Distractor Color interaction. The Target 

Color × Cue Color Proportion interaction was marginal.  

First stimulus inspection duration, low prevalence. The only significant effects were 

the Target Color × Cue Color Proportion and Target Color × Distractor Color 

interactions. 

Although these results are challenging to interpret, Figure 9 suggests that people 

generally took longest to inspect cue-matching stimuli in the presence of cue-
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mismatching targets. Peripheral attention may play a role, an issue mitigated in 

Experiment 2. 

 

Figure 9. Experiment 1 first stimulus inspection duration results. Error bars 

indicate SEM. 

 

Decision Time 

 Decision time, or “time to press,” is a measure of how long people take to identify 

the target and is a valuable way to assess perceptual decision-making. This measure is 

defined as the duration between the timestamp when the target was first inspected and the 

space bar response to terminate the trial. 

Decision time, overall. The Target Color × Prevalence Group interaction was the only 

significant group-level effect. All decision time results are contained in Table C7. 

Decision time, high and low prevalence groups only. The Target Color × Prevalence 

Group interaction was again significant, and the main effect of Prevalence Group was 
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marginal. In the targeted analysis, no effects were reliable for the high prevalence group 

in isolation. 

Decision time, balanced prevalence. Only the Target Color × Cue Color Proportion 

interaction was significant. No reliable trends of Cue Color Proportion were observed, 

however, as the effect of Cue Color Proportion was not significant at either level of 

Target Color in isolation (both ps > .140). 

Decision time, low prevalence. The main effect of Target Color and the Target Color × 

Cue Color Proportion interaction were significant. The effect of Cue Color Proportion 

was not significant looking at trials with cue-matching targets (p = .385) but trials with 

cue-mismatching targets revealed a linear trend across levels of Cue Color Proportion 

[linear: F(1, 20) = 17.04, p = .001, ��
� = .46; quadratic: F(1, 20) = 0.08, p = .776]. 

 Although the effect of Prevalence Group was marginal, Figure 10 depicts a trend 

of slower overall decisions when cued targets were rare (566 ms, right panel), and faster 

decisions when they were common (492 ms, center). These faster decisions may come at 

the cost of accuracy, however, which is explored in the following analyses. 
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Figure 10. Experiment 1 decision time results. Asterisks indicate reliable pairwise 

comparisons. Error bars indicate SEM. 

 

Perceptual Failures 

 The following analyses examine accuracy exclusively in trials containing a target 

inspection.  

Perceptual failures, overall. The Target Color × Prevalence Group interaction was 

significant, and the Cue Color Proportion × Prevalence Group interaction was marginal. 

All analyses are reported in Table C8. 

Perceptual failures, high and low prevalence groups only. The same effects were 

significant as in the full model above. Note that no effects were reliable in the targeted 

analysis of the balanced prevalence group in isolation.  

Perceptual failures, high prevalence. Only the main effect of Target Color was 

significant. As depicted in Figure 11 (center), failures occurred more often for infrequent, 

uncued targets (.98 correct, vs. .99 for cued targets). 
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Perceptual failures, low prevalence. Both the effect of Target Color and its interaction 

with Cue Color Proportion were significant, and there was a marginal main effect of Cue 

Color Proportion. Again showing a classic low-prevalence effect, people more often 

failed to detect the rarer cued targets (.97 correct) compared to the common uncued 

targets (.99 correct; Figure 11, right).  

 

Figure 11. Experiment 1 perceptual failures results. Asterisks indicate reliable 

pairwise comparisons. Error bars indicate SEM. 

 

 The analysis of perceptual failures shows classic prevalence effects, wherein 

people failed to perceive rare targets even after directly looking at them, a finding 

congruent with previous research (Hout et al., 2015; Walenchok et al., under review). 

Discussion 

 Experiment 1 presented a subset search paradigm similar to that of Rajsic et al. 

(2015; 2017) wherein people were instructed to search for a simple letter and confirm its 

color. Critically, the instruction screen only cued people with one of the two possible 

colors, which Rajsic et al. originally found to bias attentional preference for this color. I 

extended this paradigm to test whether target prevalence can alter this bias. Experiment 1 
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replicated the basic findings previously observed both by Rajsic et al. (2017) and in our 

recent work (Walenchok et al., under review). The eye-tracking data showed that the 

initial cue biases people to inspect cue-matching items, suggested by the quadratic pattern 

of search RTs and selectivity analysis. This bias held across prevalence conditions, even 

when cued targets were extremely rare, as in our previous findings. Despite this 

confirmatory search bias, people were still strongly susceptible to the low-prevalence 

effect, indicated by lower accuracy for rare targets, even when those targets were directly 

inspected. This general pattern strengthens our finding that confirmatory search is a bias 

of attention, while prevalence effects arise from failures of perception. 

 Notably, however, is the quadratic pattern of search RTs under balanced target 

prevalence, which appears to contradict the original findings of Rajsic et al. (2015; 2017). 

However, a closer look at the low and high prevalence conditions (Figure 5, bottom) 

suggests that confirmatory search is still influencing response times: Prevalence effects 

appear to be smaller for the low compared to the high prevalence group (i.e., the low 

group resembles the balanced group), even though people are still failing to detect rare 

targets (Figure 5, top and Figure 11). This pattern resembles our previous findings. In the 

course-grained search RT measure, although prevalence effects appear lopsided, eye-

tracking revealed the underlying conflict between the attentional confirmatory search bias 

(i.e., selectivity) and the perceptual prevalence effect (i.e., perceptual failures) that 

creates this type of RT pattern.  

 However, this still does not explain the quadratic search RTs in the balanced 

prevalence group, a result also observed in our recent investigation (Walenchok et al., 

under review). Recall that in Experiment 1, people responded in two stages, by 
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terminating search with a neutral key and subsequently confirming the target identity in 

another prompt, in order to minimize motor errors (Fleck & Mitroff, 2007). This 

verification screen following search repeatedly reminded participants of the cued color, 

which should actually exaggerate the confirmatory search bias (compared to Rajsic et al., 

2015; 2017, who presented the cue only prior to the experiment). Rajsic et al.’s 

participants terminated search with the same key used to confirm the target’s identity. 

Responding in this way requires people to remember response mapping while locating 

the target, then execute the correct response from two alternatives. As discussed in our 

recent investigation, the single-stage search response used in Rajsic et al. may bias people 

to seek items matching the cued color (and corresponding response), exaggerating the 

confirmatory search bias caused by the cue itself. Motor response preparation is generally 

inefficient, e.g., the intercepts in visual (Treisman & Gelade, 1980) and memory 

(Sternberg, 1966) search RTs, possibly driving people to prepare a cue-matching 

response prior to search (see also Posner, 1980; Posner, Snyder, & Davidson, 1980). This 

would save time when targets match the cue, but comes at a cost when responses must be 

switched for uncued targets (Redick, Calvo, Gay, & Engle, 2011; Lustig, Hasher, & 

Zacks, 2007). 

 Given that such motor biases were mitigated using the dual-step response 

paradigm, the confirmatory search biases observed in Experiment 1 likely arose from a 

tendency to seek the most cognitively available information, the cued color (Kunda, 

1990; Tversky & Kahneman, 1973; 1974). Experiment 2 investigated whether the burden 

of searching through many highly dispersed items mitigates this confirmatory bias. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENT 2 

 The main goal of Experiment 2 was to further explore whether increasing the 

costs of inspections might alter visual search behavior by encouraging strategy use. 

Recall that Rajsic et al. (2017) found that people were likely to adopt the “minimal” 

search strategy by restricting search to the minority subset when inspections were 

temporally costly in their gaze-contingent (or mouse-contingent) paradigm. Experiment 2 

presented a more conventional investigation of this question. Rather than presenting 

gaze-continent displays, Experiment 2 varied the collective cost of inspections by 

increasing the display size, rather than the individual inspection costs in Rajsic et al.’s 

gaze-contingent displays. Intuitively, search becomes more laborious with larger set 

sizes. I investigated whether the prospect of searching through many items encourages 

people to use the subset search strategy as a shortcut in Experiment 2. Experiment 2a 

utilized purely behavioral measures, Experiment 2b examined eye movements; both used 

the same letter stimuli as Experiment 1. Experiment 2c presented the same behavioral 

method as 2a using a novel set of stimuli comprised of various fonts. 

Experiment 2a 

Method 

Participants. Seventy-two undergraduate participants at Arizona State University 

completed Experiment 2a for partial course credit. All were over 18 years of age and 

provided informed consent. All procedures were approved by Arizona State University’s 

IRB. 
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Apparatus. Data were collected on up to 9 computers simultaneously. All testing 

computers used identical hardware and software: Dell Optiplex 380 PCs, 3.06 GHz with 

3.21 GB RAM running Windows XP. Stimuli were presented via an Intel G41 Express 

chipset on Dell E2417H monitors with 24-inch viewable displays, running 1920 × 1080 

resolution at 60 Hz. All stimuli were presented using E-Prime 2.0 (Schneider et al., 

2013). 

Stimuli. Identical stimuli were used from Experiment 1.  

Design. All variables were the same as in Experiment 1 with the addition of Set Size (8, 

20, or 32 items per display). 

Procedure. All general procedures remained from Experiment 1 excepting the eye-

tracking-specific routines, more trials to account for the additional Set Size variable, and 

distributed search displays. In each trial, stimuli were pseudo-randomly distributed using 

an algorithm that ensured no item overlap or occlusion and an equal number of stimuli in 

each quadrant. Items were then randomly “jittered” to give the appearance of random 

dispersion (see Hout & Goldinger, 2010; 2012; Figure 12). Following instructions, 

participants completed six practice trials, then 72 baseline trials with balanced target 

prevalence. Nine blocks of main experimental blocks followed, each containing 72 trials. 

A final questionnaire identical to that from Experiment 1 assessed strategy use. 
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Figure 12. Experiment 2a trial progression. 

 

 

Results 

 Two participants were initially excluded prior to analysis due to cellular phone 

use. One more was excluded from the balanced prevalence group due to low accuracy (< 

2.5 SD), and one each from the high prevalence and low prevalence groups due to both 

low accuracy (< 2.5 SD) and excessively fast search RTs (< 2.5 SD). In total, 21, 24, and 

22 participants were retained from the balanced, high, and low prevalence groups, 

respectively. 

Accuracy, overall. Overall accuracy was .96 for all three groups. Significant interactions 

of interest included Target Color × Prevalence Group and the four-way interaction. The 

Target Color × Cue Color Proportion × Prevalence Group interaction was marginal. All 

accuracy results for Experiment 2a are reported in Table C9. 

Accuracy, high and low prevalence groups only. Target Color × Prevalence Group, 

Cue Color Proportion × Set Size × Prevalence Group, and the four-way interaction were 

reliable. The Target Color × Cue Color Proportion × Prevalence Group interaction was 

marginal. 

Accuracy, balanced prevalence. Only the main effect of Set Size was significant. 
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Accuracy, high prevalence. The main effects of Target Color and Set Size were reliable, 

as were the Target Color × Cue Color Proportion and Target Color × Cue Color 

Proportion × Set Size interactions. The Cue Color Proportion × Set Size interaction was 

marginal. Accuracy was predictably higher for the common cued-target type, compared 

to rare, uncued targets (Figure 13, middle row).  

Accuracy, low prevalence. The effect of Target Color was significant, as was the Cue 

Color Proportion × Set Size interaction. The effect of Set Size was marginal. Prevalence 

effects are again apparent in Figure 13 (bottom row), with higher accuracy for the more 

common, uncued targets across all set sizes. 
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Figure 13. Experiment 2a accuracy results. Asterisks indicate reliable 

pairwise comparisons, and error bars indicate SEM. 

 

Search RT, overall. The overall analysis revealed significant Target Color × Prevalence 

Group, Cue Color Proportion × Prevalence Group, Set Size × Prevalence Group, and 

Target Color × Set Size × Prevalence Group interactions, and the four way interaction 

was marginal. All search RT results for Experiment 2a are in Table C10, and all results 

are depicted in Figure 14. 
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Search RT, high and low prevalence groups only. This analysis revealed several 

significant effects, including the four-way interaction (Table C10). I therefore conducted 

targeted group-level analyses. 

Search RT, balanced prevalence. All main effects and interactions were significant 

except for the main effect of Target Color and the Target Color × Set Size interaction. 

Because the Target Color × Cue Color Proportion × Set Size interaction was significant, I 

tested for significant contrasts across levels of Cue Color Proportion separately for each 

set size. At set size 8, trials containing cue-mismatching targets showed a reliable linear 

trend but the quadratic trend was marginal [linear: F(1, 20) = 14.27, p = .001, ��
� = .42; 

quadratic: F(1, 20) = 3.67, p = .070, ��
� = .16] (Cue Color Proportion failed to reach 

significance in trials with cue-matching targets, p = .071). At set size 20, linear and 

quadratic trends were observed both in trials with cue-matching targets [linear: F(1, 20) = 

12.71, p = .002, ��
� = .39; quadratic: F(1, 20) = 20.45, p < .001, ��

� = .51] and cue-

mismatching targets [linear: F(1, 20) = 12.80, p = .002, ��
� = .39; quadratic: F(1, 20) = 

9.86, p = .005, ��
� = .33]. The quadratic was better-fitting in cue-matching trials, and the 

linear trend was better-fitting in cue-mismatching trials. Set size 32 again showed both 

trends to be reliable in each trial type, with a better-fitting linear trend in each (cue-

matching targets, linear: F(1, 20) = 66.53, p < .001, ��
� = .77; quadratic: F(1, 20) = 40.16, 

p < .001, ��
� = .67; cue-mismatching targets, linear: F(1, 20) = 42.71, p < .001, ��

� = .68; 

quadratic: F(1, 20) = 13.62, p = .001, ��
� = .41]. In general, Figure 14 (top) shows a 

consistent subset search strategy in the balanced group, and the quadratic effect of this 

strategy is progressively more apparent as Set Size increases. 
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Search RT, high prevalence. All main effects and interactions were significant. Given 

the reliable three way interaction, I again tested for quadratic and linear trends. Both 

trends were significant in trials with set size 8 and cue-matching targets, but the linear 

trend was better-fitting [linear: F(1, 23) = 34.63, p < .001, ��
� = .60; quadratic: F(1, 23) = 

16.80, p < .001, ��
� = .42]. In cue-mismatching trials, only the quadratic trend was reliable 

[linear: F(1, 23) = 0.15, p = .700; quadratic: F(1, 23) = 7.49, p = .012, ��
� = .25]. This 

same exact pattern of results repeated in set size 20 [cue-matching targets, linear: F(1, 23) 

= 78.48, p < .001, ��
� = .77; quadratic: F(1, 23) = 17.17, p < .001, ��

� = .43; cue-

mismatching targets, linear: F(1, 23) = 0.80, p = .381; quadratic: F(1, 23) = 6.28, p = 

.020, ��
� = .22]. At set size 32, both trends were reliable at both levels of Target Color, 

with a better-fitting linear trend in trials with cue-matching targets, and a better-fitting 

quadratic trend in trials with cue-mismatching targets [cue-matching targets, linear: F(1, 

23) = 69.43, p < .001, ��
� = .75; quadratic: F(1, 23) = 9.20, p = .006, ��

� = .29; cue-

mismatching targets, linear: F(1, 23) = 17.76, p < .001, ��
� = .44; quadratic: F(1, 23) = 

23.35, p < .001, ��
� = .50]. Although prevalence effects are readily apparent in Figure 14 

(middle), so too is the tendency to strategize by searching the minority subset. 

Search RT, low prevalence. All main effects and interactions were again significant, 

and I again tested for trends across levels of Cue Color Proportion at each display size. At 

set size 8, both trends were reliable, with the linear trend better-fitting, in cue-

mismatching target trials [linear: F(1, 21) = 21.93, p < .001, ��
� = .51; quadratic: F(1, 21) 

= 6.61, p = .018, ��
� = .24]. Cue Color Proportion failed to reach significance in cue-

matching target trials (p = .054). At set size 20, both trends were reliable at both Target 
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Color levels. The quadratic trend was better-fitting when targets matched the cue [linear: 

F(1, 21) = 5.07, p = .035, ��
� = .19; quadratic: F(1, 21) = 8.79, p = .007, ��

� = .30] while 

the converse was true in uncued-target trials [linear: F(1, 21) = 62.23, p < .001, ��
� = .75; 

quadratic: F(1, 21) = 28.88, p < .001, ��
� = .58]. At set size 32, both trends were again 

reliable in both Target Color conditions, and the linear trend was better-fitting in each 

[cue-matching targets, linear: F(1, 21) = 20.80, p < .001, ��
� = .50; quadratic: F(1, 21) = 

15.88, p = .001, ��
� = .43; cue-mismatching targets, linear: F(1, 21) = 78.60, p < .001, ��

� 

= .79; quadratic: F(1, 21) = 35.17, p < .001, ��
� = .63]. Figure 14 (bottom) shows a near 

mirror-reversal of prevalence effects observed in the low prevalence group, and strategic 

subset search was again robust. 
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Figure 14. Experiment 2a search RT results. Asterisks indicate 

reliable pairwise comparisons. Error bars indicate SEM. 

 

 

Experiment 2a replicated the low-prevalence effect and confirmatory search 

biases, while generally supporting predictions that distributed search displays and 

increased set sizes would effectively increase the cost of inspections by both adding more 

required inspections and distributing stimuli across the display, leading to strategic subset 

search. Eye-tracking further examined this behavioral finding in Experiment 2b. 
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Experiment 2b 

Method 

 This experiment presented the identical paradigm as 2a, with the addition of eye-

tracking. The same eye-tracking procedures, equipment, hardware, and software were 

utilized from Experiment 1.  

Participants. Seventy-one participants completed Experiment 2b for partial course credit 

at Arizona State University, all over 18 years of age and providing informed consent. All 

procedures were approved by Arizona State University’s IRB. 

Results 

 Prior to data analysis, six participants were excluded due to poor eye-tracking 

precision, and one was excluded due to equipment error. Two additional were excluded 

from the balanced prevalence group, one for low accuracy (< 2.5 SD) and one for slow 

search RTs (> 2.5 SD). Two were excluded from the high prevalence group for the exact 

same reasons, and two from the low prevalence group, both for low accuracy. The 

balanced, high, and low prevalence groups retained 18, 21, and 19 participants, 

respectively, for the analyses below. As in Experiment 1, I conducted behavioral analyses 

and eye-tracking analyses examining attentional guidance and perceptual decision-

making. Ninety-eight percent of trials were valid for the eye-tracking measures and were 

retained for analysis (includes incorrect trials). 

Behavioral Measures 

Accuracy, overall. Overall accuracy was .98 for all three groups. The full model 

revealed a main effect of Prevalence Group, and a reliable Target Color × Prevalence 
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Group interaction. The Cue Color Proportion × Prevalence Group interaction was 

marginal (see Table C11 for full results). 

Accuracy, high and low prevalence groups only. The main effect of Prevalence Group 

was again significant, as was the Target Color × Prevalence Group interaction.  

Accuracy, balanced prevalence. Only the Target Color × Cue Color Proportion 

interaction was reliable (Figure 15, top). 

Accuracy, high prevalence. The main effect of Target Color was reliable, and the main 

effect of Set Size was marginal. 

Accuracy, low prevalence. The main effect of Target Color was again reliable, and Cue 

Color Proportion was marginal. 

 Replicating the previous experiments, prevalence effects were again evident in 

search accuracy. As the bottom two rows of Figure 15 indicate, people were generally 

less accurate at detecting the rare target type under conditions of both high and low cued-

target prevalence. 
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Figure 15. Experiment 2b accuracy results. Error bars indicate SEM. 

 

Search RT, overall. The full analysis revealed several interactions with group, including 

the four-way interaction: Target Color × Cue Color Proportion × Set Size × Prevalence 

Group. All search RT results are contained in Table C12. 

Search RT, high and low prevalence groups only. The four-way interaction was again 

reliable, among others with Prevalence Group. I therefore conducted within-group 

analyses below.  
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Search RT, balanced prevalence. Main effects included Cue Color Proportion and Set 

Size, and interactions included Target Color × Cue Color Proportion and Target Color × 

Cue Color Proportion × Set Size. Due to the presence of the three-way interaction, 

polynomial contrasts examined Cue Color Proportion for quadratic and linear trends, 

looking at each level of Set Size and Target Color in isolation. At set size 8, both trends 

were reliable at each level of Target Color, but the linear trend was better-fitting in each 

[cued targets, linear: F(1, 17) = 19.17, p < .001, ��
� = .53; quadratic: F(1, 17) = 4.57, p = 

.047, ��
� = .21; uncued targets, linear: F(1, 17) = 14.75, p = .001, ��

� = .47; quadratic: F(1, 

27) = 6.21, p = .023, ��
� = .27]. At set size 20, only the linear trend was reliable in the 

trials with cued targets [linear: F(1, 17) = 20.28, p < .001, ��
� = .54; quadratic: F(1, 17) = 

3.21, p = .091, ��
� = .16], and the linear trend was better-fitting out of the two reliable 

trends in trials with uncued targets [linear: F(1, 17) = 16.61, p = .001, ��
� = .49; quadratic: 

F(1, 17) = 10.86, p = .004, ��
� = .39]. At set size 32, only the linear trend was reliable at 

each level of Target Color [cued targets, linear: F(1, 17) = 46.64, p < .001, ��
� = .73; 

quadratic: F(1, 17) = 3.01, p = .101; uncued targets, linear: F(1, 17) = 35.82, p < .001, ��
� 

= .68; quadratic: F(1, 17) = 3.67, p = .072, ��
� = .18]. Although some quadratic trends 

were reliable, the “X” pattern across set sizes in Figure 16 (top) generally suggests that 

people searched through the minority color first, but rather than using inference where 

appropriate, they preferred to subsequently inspect the target in the majority subset. The 

inference analysis below clarifies the frequency of target inspections.  

Search RT, high prevalence. All three main effects were reliable, as were the Target 

Color × Cue Color Proportion and three-way interactions. The Cue Color × Set Size 
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interaction was marginal. At set size 8, both trends were reliable at each level of Target 

Color, with a better-fitting linear trend in trials with cued targets, and vice-versa in 

uncued-target trials [cued targets, linear: F(1, 20) = 55.95, p < .001, ��
� = .74; quadratic: 

F(1, 20) = 5.00, p = .037, ��
� = .20; uncued targets, linear: F(1, 20) = 11.26, p = .003, ��

� 

= .36; quadratic: F(1, 20) = 19.72, p < .001, ��
� = .50]. At set size 20, both trends were 

reliable in cued-target trials, with a better-fitting linear trend [linear: F(1, 20) = 105.52, p 

< .001, ��
� = .84; quadratic: F(1, 20) = 12.85, p = .002, ��

� = .39]. In uncued-target trials, 

only the linear trend was reliable [linear: F(1, 20) = 7.96, p = .011, ��
� = .29; quadratic: 

F(1, 20) = 3.30, p = .084, ��
� = .14]. At set size 32, only the linear trend was reliable in 

trials with cued targets [linear: F(1, 20) = 58.91, p < .001, ��
� = .75; quadratic: F(1, 20) = 

2.12, p = .161]. In trials with uncued targets, both trends were significant, with the linear 

trend better-fitting [linear: F(1, 20) = 42.82, p < .001, ��
� = .68; quadratic: F(1, 20) = 

14.36, p = .001, ��
� = .42]. The general pattern in the high prevalence group (Figure 16, 

center row) resembles the quadratic, subset search found in Experiment 2a, along with 

robust prevalence effects wherein search was faster for frequent, cued targets. 

Search RT, low prevalence. All main effects and interactions were significant except for 

the Cue Color Proportion × Set Size interaction. At set size 8, contrast analyses revealed 

a better-fitting trend in trials with uncued targets, although both trends were significant 

[linear: F(1, 18) = 9.39, p = .007, ��
� = .34; quadratic: F(1, 18) = 11.96, p = .003, ��

� = 

.40]. Cue Color Proportion was not significant in cued-target trials (p = .101). At set size 

20, only the linear trend was significant [linear: F(1, 18) = 16.71, p = .001, ��
� = .48; 

quadratic: F(1, 18) = 3.99, p = .061, ��
� = .18], and again, Cue Color Proportion was not 
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reliable in trials with cued targets (p = .057). At set size 32, both trends were reliable at 

each level of Target Color, and the linear trend was better-fitting in each [cued targets, 

linear: F(1, 18) = 21.83, p < .001, ��
� = .55; quadratic: F(1, 18) = 14.30, p = .001, ��

� = 

.44; uncued targets, linear: F(1, 18) = 36.80, p < .001, ��
� = .67; quadratic: F(1, 18) = 

4.69, p = .044, ��
� = .21]. Again, Figure 16 (bottom) shows a mirror reversal of the high 

prevalence group, where prevalence effects were robust but contained a general strategic 

trend, similar to Experiment 2a. 

 

Figure 16. Experiment 2b search RT results. Asterisks indicate 

significant pairwise comparisons and error bars indicate SEM. 
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Eye-Tracking Measures: Attentional Guidance 

 As in Experiment 1, I assessed attentional bias using the measures of mean 

inspection count, selectivity, and inference. 

Mean inspection count, overall. In the full model, significant interactions of interest 

included Target Color × Prevalence Group and Target Color × Set Size × Prevalence 

Group. All results are depicted in Table C13. 

Mean inspection count, high and low prevalence groups only. These results were 

identical to those in the full model above, with the addition of a marginal Cue Color 

Proportion × Prevalence Group interaction.  

Mean inspection count, balanced prevalence. Cue Color Proportion and Set Size were 

significant, as were the Target Color × Cue Color Proportion and Target Color × Cue 

Color Proportion × Set Size interactions. There was also a marginal Cue Color Proportion 

× Set Size interaction. Planned contrasts therefore deconstructed the three-way 

interaction by examining trends over Cue Color Proportion, separately for each level of 

Target Color and Set Size. At set size 8, both linear and quadratic trends were reliable at 

each level of Target Color. The linear trend was better-fitting for trials with cued targets 

[linear: F(1, 17) = 34.23, p < .001, ��
� = .67; quadratic: F(1, 17) = 6.05, p = .025, ��

� = 

.26], while the quadratic trend was better-fitting for trials with uncued targets [linear: F(1, 

17) = 15.91, p = .001, ��
� = .48; quadratic: F(1, 17) = 21.95, p < .001, ��

� = .56]. At set 

size 20, both trends were reliable for both levels of Target Color, and the linear trend was 

better-fitting in each [cued targets, linear: F(1, 17) = 27.45, p < .001, ��
� = .55; quadratic: 

F(1, 17) = 8.00, p < .047, ��
� = .21; uncued targets, linear: F(1, 17) = 13.07, p = .002, ��

� 

= .44; quadratic: F(1, 17) = 5.56, p = .031, ��
� = .25]. At set size 32, only the linear trend 
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was reliable in cued-target trials [linear: F(1, 17) = 38.11, p < .001, ��
� = .69; quadratic: 

F(1, 17) = 9.07, p = .090, ��
� = .16]. Both trends were reliable in trials with uncued 

targets, and the better-fitting trend was linear [linear: F(1, 17) = 31.04, p < .001, ��
� = .65 

quadratic: F(1, 17) = 10.33, p = .005, ��
� = .38].  

Mean inspection count, high prevalence. All main effects and interactions were 

significant, except for the Target Color × Set Size interaction, and polynomial contrasts 

were again conducted. At set size 8, both trends were significant in cued-target trials, and 

the better-fitting trend was linear [linear: F(1, 20) = 43.73, p < .001, ��
� = .69; quadratic: 

F(1, 20) = 7.26, p = .014, ��
� = .27]. Only the linear trend was reliable in uncued-target 

trials [linear: F(1, 20) = 12.87, p = .002, ��
� = .39; quadratic: F(1, 20) = 1.96, p = .177]. 

Both levels of Target Color showed reliable trends at set size 20; the linear trend was 

better-fitting for cued-target trials, with the quadratic trend better-fitting for uncued-target 

trials [cued targets, linear: F(1, 20) = 56.65, p < .001, ��
� = .74; quadratic: F(1, 20) = 

18.44, p < .001, ��
� = .48; uncued targets, linear: F(1, 20) = 5.04, p = .036, ��

� = .20; 

quadratic: F(1, 20) = 6.37, p = .020, ��
� = .24]. At set size 32, both trends were again 

reliable for both cued and uncued targets, and the linear trend was better-fitting in both 

cases [cued targets, linear: F(1, 20) = 60.68, p < .001, ��
� = .75; quadratic: F(1, 20) = 

10.25, p = .004, ��
� = .34; uncued targets, linear: F(1, 20) = 18.16, p < .001, ��

� = .48; 

quadratic: F(1, 20) = 11.84, p = .003, ��
� = .37]. 

Mean inspection count, low prevalence. Again, all main effects and interactions were 

significant, except for Target Color × Set Size. Polynomial contrasts at set size 8 revealed 

reliable linear and quadratic trends in trials with uncued targets, with a better-fitting 
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linear trend [linear: F(1, 18) = 40.51, p < .001, ��
� = .69; quadratic: F(1, 18) = 11.89, p = 

.003, ��
� = .40]. In cued-target trials, Cue Color Proportion failed to reach significance (p 

= .256). At set size 20, only the linear trend was reliable in both trial types [cued targets, 

linear: F(1, 18) = 8.60, p = .009, ��
� = .32; quadratic: F(1, 18) = 3.21, p = .090, ��

� = .15; 

uncued targets, linear: F(1, 18) = 12.26, p = .003, ��
� = .41; quadratic: F(1, 18) = 1.41, p = 

.251]. At set size 32, both trends were reliable in both trial types, with a better-fitting 

quadratic trend in cued-target trials and vice-versa in uncued-target trials [cued targets, 

linear: F(1, 18) = 13.65, p = .002, ��
� = .43; quadratic: F(1, 18) = 17.35, p = .001, ��

� = 

.49; uncued targets, linear: F(1, 18) = 34.18, p < .001, ��
� = .66; quadratic: F(1, 18) = 

7.13, p = .016, ��
� = .28]. 

 Mean inspection counts again resembled the search RT data across all prevalence 

groups (Figure 17), repeating this finding from Experiment 1. People inspected the 

minority subset and stopped once they had found the target in this subset. However, 

Figure 17 shows evidence of sub-optimal search. If people did not find a target in their 

initial minority inspection, they continue seeking a target in the majority subset, rather 

than using inference. The selectivity analysis below assesses the inherent bias in these 

inspections. 
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Figure 17. Experiment 2b mean inspection count results. Asterisks 

indicate significant pairwise comparisons and error bars indicate SEM. 

 

Selectivity, overall. In the full analysis, the main effect of Prevalence Group was 

significant. Significant interactions of interest included Epoch × Prevalence Group and 

Target Color × Epoch × Prevalence Group, and there was a marginal Target Color × Cue 

Color Proportion × Prevalence Group interaction. Table C14 contains all selectivity 

results. 
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Selectivity, high and low prevalence groups only. Results of interest were identical to 

those found in the full model above. 

Selectivity, balanced prevalence. All main effects were reliable except for that of Set 

Size. All interactions were reliable with the exception of Target Color × Cue Color 

Proportion and Target Color × Cue Color Proportion × Set Size, and the Cue Color 

Proportion × Set Size × Epoch interaction was marginal.  

Selectivity, high prevalence. All main effects, with the exception of Set Size, were again 

reliable. All interactions except Target Color × Cue Color Proportion × Set Size and Set 

Size × Epoch were reliable. Target Color × Cue Color Proportion and the four-way 

interaction were marginal.  

Selectivity, low prevalence. The two reliable main effects were Target Color and Cue 

Color Proportion. All interactions were reliable except Target Color × Cue Color 

Proportion and Set Size × Epoch, and Target Color × Epoch was marginal. 

 Overall, the selectivity results again show that people were biased to inspect cue-

matching items, although generally less so than in Experiment 1, as Figure 18 indicates. 
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Figure 18. Experiment 2b selectivity results. Positive values indicate 

a bias to inspect cue-matching stimuli. Error bars indicate SEM. 

 

Inference, overall. The full model revealed a significant Set Size × Prevalence Group 

interaction and a marginal main effect of Prevalence Group. Full results are depicted in 

Table C15. 
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Inference, high and low prevalence groups only. No main effects of or interactions 

with Prevalence Group were observed. 

Inference, balanced prevalence. There was a main effect of Set Size and a marginal 

effect of Cue Color Proportion.  

Inference, high prevalence. There was again a main effect of Set Size and a marginal 

effect of Cue Color Proportion, and a significant Target Color × Cue Color Proportion 

interaction, as well as a marginal Target Color × Cue Color Proportion × Set Size 

interaction. Cue-matching and cue-mismatching trials reliably differed at the .25 and .50 

color proportions, across all set sizes (both ps < .03), which is clear in Figure 19 (center 

row). 

Inference, low prevalence. The main effects of Cue Color Proportion and Set Size were 

significant, as well as the Target Color × Cue Color Proportion and the three-way 

interaction (reliable comparisons are indicated with asterisks in Figure 19, bottom row). 

 The “X” pattern across conditions in Figure 19 indicates strategy use, wherein 

people restricted search to the minority subset, refraining from unnecessarily inspecting 

the target and opting instead to infer the unattended target’s identity. This pattern 

generally occurred across set sizes and prevalence conditions, suggesting that the 

distributed nature of the displays, rather than the set size alone, effectively encouraged 

people to adopt the subset search strategy. 
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Figure 19. Experiment 2b inference results. Asterisks indicate 

significant pairwise comparisons and error bars indicate SEM. 

 

Eye-Tracking Measures: Perceptual Decision-Making 

 As in Experiment 1, I again examined how efficiently people identified foveated 

items, looking at (1) first stimulus inspection duration, (2) decision time, and (3) 

perceptual failures. 

First stimulus inspection duration, overall. The overall analysis showed significant 

Cue Color Proportion × Prevalence Group and Set Size × Distractor Color × Prevalence 
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Group interactions, and a marginal Distractor Color × Prevalence Group interaction. See 

Table C16 for all results. 

First stimulus inspection duration, high and low prevalence groups only. The Cue 

Color Proportion × Prevalence Group interaction was again significant, as was the 

Distractor Color × Prevalence Group interaction. There was also a marginal Set Size × 

Distractor Color × Prevalence Group interaction.  

First stimulus inspection duration, balanced prevalence. The main effect of Set Size 

was significant, and the effect of Distractor Color was marginal. Significant interactions 

included Target Color × Distractor Color and Set Size × Distractor Color.  

First stimulus inspection duration, high prevalence. Cue Color Proportion, Set Size, 

and Distractor Color were all significant, as were the Target Color × Cue Color 

Proportion and Set Size × Distractor Color interactions. 

First stimulus inspection duration, low prevalence. The only reliable effects were 

those of Cue Color Proportion, Set Size, and a Target Color × Distractor Color 

interaction.  

 Although there were significant main effects and interactions, the pattern in 

Figure 20 is generally difficult to interpret, as in Experiment 1. Thus far in Experiment 2, 

prevalence effects have manifested as failures in accurate detection of targets rather than 

identification speed, and additional nuanced metrics are applied below. 
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Figure 20. Experiment 2b first stimulus inspection duration results. 

Error bars indicate SEM. 

 

Decision time, overall. The only effect of interest was a marginal Cue Color Proportion 

× Prevalence Group interaction. All decision time results are in Table C17. 
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Decision time, high and low prevalence groups only. All effects of interest were again 

marginal: Target Color × Prevalence Group, Cue Color Proportion × Prevalence Group, 

and Cue Color Proportion × Set Size × Prevalence Group. Although the interactions with 

Prevalence Group failed to reach significance in both analyses, I nevertheless conducted 

within-group analyses and these results are reported in Table C17. 

 Due to the presence of a reliable Target Color × Cue Color Proportion × Set Size 

interaction in both analyses above, I conducted polynomial contrasts collapsing across all 

Prevalence Groups. At set size 8, in cued-target trials, the main effect of Cue Color 

Proportion was not reliable (p = .259). In uncued-target trials, Cue Color Proportion was 

reliable, as was the quadratic trend [linear: F(1, 55) = 2.50, p = .120; quadratic: F(1, 55) 

= 4.55, p = .037, ��
� = .08]. At set size 20, no trends were considered, as Cue Color 

Proportion did not reach significance within either level of Target Color (both ps > .08). 

At set size 32, both cued-target and uncued-target trials showed linear but not quadratic 

trends [cued targets, linear: F(1, 55) = 23.24, p < .001, ��
� = .30; quadratic: F(1, 55) = 

1.54 p = .220; uncued targets, linear: F(1, 55) = 16.84, p < .001, ��
� = .23; quadratic: F(1, 

55) = 2.08, p = .155]. 

 As in the first inspection duration results, the pattern of decision times depicted in 

Figure 21 is difficult to interpret, suggesting that neither confirmatory search nor 

prevalence exerted strong influence over how quickly people identified objects in 

Experiment 2a. The final analysis in Experiment 2a looked at whether these phenomena 

influenced target detection accuracy. 
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Figure 21. Experiment 2b decision time results. Error bars indicate SEM. 

 

Perceptual failures, overall. The overall analysis showed a significant effect of 

Prevalence Group and a Target Color × Prevalence Group interaction. See Table C18 for 

full results. 

Perceptual failures, high and low prevalence groups only. Again, the main effect of 

Prevalence Group as well as the Target Color × Prevalence Group interaction were 

significant. 

Perceptual failures, balanced prevalence. Only the Target Color × Cue Color 

Proportion interaction was significant.  
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Perceptual failures, high prevalence. Only the main effect of Target Color was 

significant. People were slightly more accurate overall at detecting cued targets (.99) 

compared to uncued targets (.98; Figure 22, center row). 

Perceptual failures, low prevalence. Again, only the main effect of Target Color was 

significant. People were now less accurate at detecting the rare, cued targets (.97) 

compared to the common uncued targets (.99; Figure 22, bottom row). 

 

 

Figure 22. Experiment 2b perceptual failures results. Error bars indicate SEM. 
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The perceptual failures in Figure 22 replicate those found in Experiment 1. While 

the confirmatory search bias exerted little influence over actual target perception, people 

often failed to perceive rare targets regardless of their color. In order to generalize 

beyond color to object form, Experiment 2c presented the identical paradigm to 

Experiment 2a, using various fonts occurring in a uniform black color. 

Experiment 2c 

Method 

Participants. Eighty-seven undergraduate participants at Arizona State University 

completed Experiment 2c for partial course credit. All participants were over 18 years of 

age and provided informed consent, and all procedures were approved by Arizona State 

University’s IRB. 

Apparatus. Identical equipment from Experiment 2a was used for data collection.  

Stimuli. Stimuli consisted of the 12 fonts depicted in Figure 23. Since selecting cued and 

uncued stimulus pairs on the basis of boldness alone would essentially replicate the 

previous color versions of this experiment (i.e., selecting one bold, and one standard font 

for each cued and uncued stimulus), pairs of fonts were selected completely at random 

for the cued and uncued font type. This was done to ensure that cued and uncued stimuli 

were differentiated on the basis of subtler features such as shape, roundness, and so forth, 

in addition to boldness. All other stimulus selection procedures were identical to those in 

the previous experiments. 
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Figure 23. Stimuli in Experiment 2c. 

 

Procedure. Experiment 2c only examined behavioral measures and did not include eye-

tracking. All procedures were identical to Experiment 2a. The variables Target Color and 

Cue Color Proportion were renamed to Target Font and Target Font Proportion in the 

following analyses. 

Results 

 Prior to analysis, two participants were excluded, one for cellular phone use and 

one for self-reported color deficiency (for consistency with the color version of this 

paradigm). One additional participant each was excluded from the three groups, all for 

low accuracy (< 2.5 SD) and excessively fast search RTs (< 2.5 SD). The final participant 

tally was 82 (27, 27, and 28 in the balanced, high, and low prevalence groups, 

respectively. 

Accuracy, overall. Overall accuracy was .94, .95, and .94 in the balanced, high, and low 

prevalence groups, respectively. In the full model containing all variables, the only 
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reliable effect of interest was a Target Font × Prevalence Group interaction. Table C19 

depicts all results for Experiment 2c. 

Accuracy, high and low prevalence groups only. Again, the only reliable effect of 

interest was the Target Font × Prevalence Group interaction.   

Accuracy, balanced prevalence. Significant effects included Cue Font Proportion and 

Set Size, and the Target Font × Cue Font Proportion and Target Font × Set Size 

interactions. Although Figure 24 suggests that people were less accurate at detecting cued 

targets compared to uncued targets, this difference was only reliable at the .50 level of 

Cue Font Proportion (p = .019). 

Accuracy, high prevalence. Set Size was reliable, and the three-way interaction was 

marginal. Although Figure 24 suggests more accurate search for cued targets, the effect 

of Target Font failed to reach significance. 

Accuracy, low prevalence. Target Font was now reliable, as was Set Size. People were 

more accurate at detecting frequent, uncued fonts (.97) than rare, cued fonts (.92), as in 

the color version of this paradigm. 
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Figure 24. Experiment 2c accuracy results. Error bars indicate SEM. 

 

 

Search RT, overall. Table C20 depicts all results. Reliable results of interest included 

Target Font × Prevalence Group, Cue Font Proportion × Prevalence Group, Target Font × 

Cue Font Proportion × Prevalence Group, and Target Font × Set Size × Prevalence 

Group. 
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Search RT, high and low prevalence groups only. This analysis showed the same 

reliable effects of interest as in the full model above, as well as a reliable four-way 

interaction. 

Search RT, balanced prevalence. All main effects and interactions were reliable. At set 

size 8, in trials with cue-matching targets, only the linear trend was significant  [linear: 

F(1, 26) = 40.80, p < .001, ��
� = .61; quadratic: F(1, 26) = 0.27, p = .610]. In uncued-

target trials, Cue Font Proportion failed to reach significance (p = .716). At set size 20, 

both trends were reliable in cued-target trials but the linear trend was better-fitting 

[linear: F(1, 26) = 23.26, p < .001, ��
� = .47; quadratic: F(1, 26) = 10.39, p < .001, ��

� = 

.29], while Cue Font Proportion again failed to reach significance in uncued-target trials 

(p = .107). At set size 32, both trends were again significant in cued-target trials [linear: 

F(1, 26) = 35.81, p < .001, ��
� = .58; quadratic: F(1, 26) = 6.72, p = .015, ��

� = .21], with a 

better-fitting linear trend. In uncued-target trials, only the quadratic trend was reliable 

[linear: F(1, 26) = 0.35, p = .561; quadratic: F(1, 26) = 16.10, p < .001, ��
� = .38].  

Search RT, high prevalence. All main effects and interactions were again significant. At 

set size 8, only the linear trend was reliable in cued-target trials [linear: F(1, 26) = 

126.09, p < .001, ��
� = .83; quadratic: F(1, 26) = 1.07, p = .310], while Cue Font 

Proportion failed to reach significance in trials with uncued targets (p = .059). At set size 

20, the same exact pattern was observed [cued targets, linear: F(1, 26) = 37.30, p < .001, 

��
� = .59; quadratic: F(1, 26) = 1.34, p = .257]; p = .295 for Cue Font Proportion in 

uncued-target trials. At set size 32, both trends were reliable in cued-target trials, and the 

better-fitting trend was linear [linear: F(1, 26) = 95.33, p < .001, ��
� = .79; quadratic: F(1, 
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26) = 12.60, p = .001, ��
� = .33]. In trials containing uncued targets, only the quadratic 

trend was reliable [linear: F(1, 26) < 0.01, p = .955; quadratic: F(1, 26) = 16.68, p < .001, 

��
� = .39]. 

Search RT, low prevalence. Again, all omnibus effects were significant. At set size 8, 

Cue Font Proportion failed to reach significance in trials with cued targets (p = .395), and 

only the linear trend was reliable in trials with uncued targets [linear: F(1, 27) = 14.09, p 

= .001, ��
� = .34; quadratic: F(1, 27) = 2.00, p = .169]. At set size 20, again Cue Font 

Proportion failed to reach significance in cued-target trials (p = .210). Both trends were 

significant in trials with uncued targets, with a better-fitting linear trend [linear: F(1, 27) 

= 37.12, p < .001, ��
� = .58; quadratic: F(1, 27) = 5.76, p = .024, ��

� = .18]. At set size 32, 

both trends were reliable at both levels of Target Color [cued targets, linear: F(1, 27) = 

9.62, p = .004, ��
� = .26; quadratic: F(1, 27) = 20.46, p < .001, ��

� = .43; uncued targets, 

linear: F(1, 27) = 37.24, p < .001, ��
� = .58; quadratic: F(1, 27) = 15.37, p = .001, ��

� = 

.36], with a better-fitting quadratic trend in cued-target trials. With uncued targets, the 

linear trend better fit the data. 

 While the pattern in Figure 25 generally resembles the previous color versions of 

this paradigm, search RTs in the lower set sizes were now more linear, with a switch to a 

quadratic, strategic search pattern at set size 32. This suggests that when stimuli are not 

differentiated by color, the prospect of laborious search through many items encourages 

people to prioritize the minority subset.  
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Figure 25. Experiment 2c search RT results. Asterisks indicate 

significant pairwise comparisons, and error bars indicate SEM. 

 

Discussion 

 Experiment 2 presented a paradigm similar to Experiment 1, using more 

traditional visual search displays with distributed items and varied set sizes. The main 

goal of this experiment was to determine whether costly inspections result in strategic 

subset search. This prediction was supported, as search RTs across all experiments, 

particularly 2a and 2b (Figures 14 and 16), depict generally quadratic patterns indicative 
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of subset search. Additionally, the inference strategy was common, shown by the “X” 

pattern in the inference analysis of Experiment 2b (Figure 19).  

However, the mean inspection counts in Figure 17 are telling. People inspected 

fewer items overall when possible, i.e., when a minority subset was present, and when a 

target occurred in this subset. Nevertheless, inspection counts subsequently increased if 

the target occurred in the majority subset, indicating that people preferred to keep 

searching rather than optimally inferring the target’s identity. Note that this pattern 

occurred regardless of the target color, suggesting overall suboptimal search independent 

of the confirmatory search bias. 

Despite such suboptimal tendencies, even though the confirmatory search bias 

was present, (balanced prevalence group in Figure 18), it was reduced overall compared 

to Experiment 1, but did not markedly diminish as set sizes increased. This general 

pattern indicates that the burden of combing through many items did not alone encourage 

subset search; the additional task of searching random displays of distributed items 

played a significant role.  

 In contrast, search RTs in Experiment 2c were more linear overall, with a clear 

quadratic trend emerging only at the largest set size. Recall that Experiment 2c used font 

stimuli (Figure 23) that were randomly selected as cued and uncued fonts. Total random 

selection was used to sufficiently differentiate this experiment; restricting categories to 

“bold” and “not bold” fonts for each stimulus pair would have essentially presented the 

same format as the color versions of this paradigm, in which cued and uncued stimuli 

were differentiated by occurring entirely in different colors. Participants therefore had to 

rely on subtler features to guide attention in Experiment 2c. This finer discrimination 
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likely increased the subjective cost of using the subset search strategy, making subset 

search only economical at the largest set size. Experiment 2 has generally shown that 

when displays are widely distributed and stimuli are simple and salient, people maximize 

time by using subset search, if imperfect. When discriminations are difficult, the minority 

subset is less salient (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989) and the resulting difficulty makes 

subset search only economical when search sets are large.  

Although such attentional strategies were available in Experiments 1 and 2, 

people consistently showed an attentional search bias to cued stimuli. Simultaneously, 

perceptual failures reflected a distinct low-prevalence effect. Experiment 3 examined this 

latter process of object perception by eliminating spatial attention altogether.  
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENT 3 

 The main goal of Experiment 3 was to isolate perception from spatial attention. 

Our recent investigation (Walenchok et al., under review) and those of Rajsic et al. 

(2015; 2017) suggested that the confirmatory search bias is fundamentally attentional in 

nature, while prevalence effects are perceptual. Our recent work supported this account 

with eye-tracking, finding that prevalence effects arose as failures of perception (e.g., not 

due to quitting before finding the target; see Hout et al., 2015). So far, the present 

investigation has also validated this account. However, many behaviors are relevant in 

these traditional, distributed search paradigms, such as the strategy use, inference, and 

underlying attentional guidance. The goal of Experiment 3 was to control for these 

variations naturally present in standard search. RSVP ensures that people view all stimuli 

for an equal duration, and provides a window into object perception in the absence of 

attentional guidance. Since previous investigations showed a distinction between the 

attentional search bias and the perceptual prevalence effect, I expected prevalence effects 

to be the primary finding in Experiment 3, with minimal influence from confirmatory 

search biases. 

Experiment 3 included three separate behavioral paradigms. A curious finding in 

Experiment 3a in which accuracy was lower for cued than uncued targets led to two 

follow-up experiments (3b and 3c) that varied the presentation rate of each stimulus in 

the RSVP stream.  
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Experiment 3a 

Method 

Participants. Eighty-two participants completed Experiment 3a for partial course credit. 

All were over 18 years of age and provided informed consent. All procedures were 

approved by Arizona State University’s IRB. 

Apparatus. All equipment used in data collection was identical to that used in the 

previous behavioral experiments (2a and 2c).  

Stimuli. The same colored letters were presented as in the previous experiments. 

Design. All variables were identical to those in Experiment 1: Target Color, Cue Color 

Proportion, and Prevalence Group. The only dependent measure of interest was mean 

accuracy. 

Procedure. The same basic procedure was identical to the previous experiments, except 

that participants were instructed to identify the target located within each RSVP trial (see 

Figure 26). In Experiment 3a, each centrally-located stimulus in the RSVP stream 

occurred for 100 ms followed by a 50 ms mask. Following the eighth item, a final screen 

asked participants to indicate the target’s identity. The initial cue screen was presented 

prior to each block, as in the previous experiments. 

 The procedure included six practice trials followed by a baseline block and nine 

blocks of 60 trials each. A final questionnaire presented hypothetical trials as in the 

previous experiments, except that participants were asked to specify which color they 

primarily focused on after each mock RSVP trial. 
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Figure 26. Experiment 3a trial progression.  

 

Results 

 Prior to data analysis, two participants were excluded, one due to fatigue during 

the experiment and one due to self-reported color deficiency. An additional two were 

excluded due to low accuracy (< 2.5 SD), one from the balanced prevalence group and 

one from the low prevalence group. The final participant tally was 25, 27, and 26 in the 

balanced, high, and low prevalence groups, respectively.  

Accuracy, overall. Overall accuracy was .85, .84, and .84 for the balanced, high, and low 

groups, respectively. The Target Color × Prevalence Group interaction was the only 

reliable effect of interest in the full model. Table C21 contains all accuracy results. 

Accuracy, high and low prevalence groups only. Again, the only reliable effect of 

interest was the Target Color × Prevalence Group interaction. 

Accuracy, balanced prevalence. Both main effects, Target Color and Cue Color 

Proportion, were significant. Accuracy decreased as a function of Cue Color Proportion, 

although only the .25 proportion (.86 correct) and .75 proportion (.84 correct) reliably 

differed (p = .024, Bonferroni corrected). Surprisingly, people were less accurate at 

detecting cued targets (.82) than uncued targets (.88). 
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Accuracy, high prevalence. Neither main effect nor the interaction were significant. 

However, Figure 27 (center) indicates a pattern of lower accuracy for cued targets as in 

the balanced prevalence group.  

Accuracy, low prevalence. The main effect of Target Color was reliable, and the 

interaction was marginal. Accuracy was again lower for cued targets (.79) than uncued 

targets (.89).  

 People were generally worse at detecting cued targets across groups (Figure 27), a 

finding at odds with each of the previous experiments. Looking at the high and low 

prevalence groups in Figure 27, the opposite pattern emerged compared to the previous 

standard visual search results. In Experiments 1 and 2, the cue and prevalence biases 

mutually interacted to amplify the difference between cued and uncued target trials under 

high cue prevalence, and this difference decreased under low prevalence due to the 

antagonism of these two phenomena. In Experiment 3a, the exact opposite pattern 

emerged. One potential explanation for this result is the attentional blink, wherein people 

fail to detect a subsequent target in RSVP (Raymond, Shapiro, & Arnell, 1992). In the 

present investigation so far, salient cues have proven important to biasing attention in 

traditional visual search. The initial color cue in Experiment 3a may have proven 

effective at causing pre-target false alarms to cue-matching distractors (or possibly post-

target matches), although this account is difficult to reconcile in light of the current result 

of lower accuracy for cued targets. More plausibly, the false-alarm account may be better 

described as a false-negative account, in which people detected pre-target items that 

matched the target’s color, discarded them as non-targets, then failed to perceive the 

target due to the attentional blink; e.g., a negative “satisfaction of search” (Fleck, Samei, 
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& Mitroff, 2010). I conducted follow-up analyses examining whether the color of the two 

items immediately preceding and following the target influenced target detection 

accuracy, which were presented approximately 50 ms and 200 ms, respectively, before 

and after the target. The 50 ms items immediately surrounding the target should not have 

influenced detection accuracy while the 200 ms items could, if an attentional blink 

account is correct (Raymond et al., 1992). However, none of the stimulus colors 

surrounding the target appeared to have an effect on accuracy (analyses are reported in 

Tables C22 to C25, and figures in Appendix D for reference).  

 

 Figure 27. Experiment 3a accuracy results. Error bars indicate SEM. 

 

 Next, I conducted follow-up experiments to examine whether the duration of 

presentation influenced detection accuracy. Despite masking, Experiment 3a’s rapid 

presentation rate made the search stream subjectively appear to be shorter (e.g., five 

instead of eight items), a phenomenon likely exacerbated by the relative similarity of 

stimuli. Experiments 3b and 3c extended the duration of each item’s presentation to 200 

ms and 400 ms, respectively. 
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Experiment 3b 

Method 

Participants. Fifty-nine participants completed Experiment 3b for partial course credit, 

and all were over 18 years of age and provided informed consent. All procedures were 

approved by Arizona State University’s IRB. 

 Experiment 3b was identical to Experiment 3a, other than the increased 

presentation duration of 200 ms for each item in the RSVP streams.  

Results 

 Two participants were excluded prior to analysis for cellular phone use. One was 

excluded from the high prevalence group due to low accuracy (< 2.5 SD) and one from 

the low prevalence group for the same reason. The balanced, high, and low prevalence 

groups retained 19, 17, and 19 participants for final analysis, respectively.  

Accuracy, overall. Overall accuracy in the balanced, high, and low prevalence groups 

was .95, .97, and .96, respectively. No effects of interest were significant, other than a 

marginal Target Color × Prevalence Group interaction. All results for Experiment 3b are 

in Table C26. 

Accuracy, high and low prevalence groups only. The only reliable effect of interest 

was a Target Color × Prevalence Group interaction. The main effect of Prevalence Group 

was marginal. Neither main effect nor the interaction were significant for the targeted 

analyses looking at the balanced and high prevalence groups in isolation. 

Accuracy, low prevalence. Only the main effect of Target Color was significant. As in 

Experiment 3a, accuracy was again lower for cued targets (.94) than uncued targets (.97; 

Figure 28, right). 
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Figure 28. Experiment 3b accuracy results. Error bars indicate SEM. 

 

 

Experiment 3c 

Method 

Participants. Sixty-seven participants completed Experiment 3b for partial course credit, 

and all were over 18 years of age and provided informed consent. All procedures were 

approved by Arizona State University’s IRB. 

 All procedures were again identical to the previous two experiments, except that 

the presentation duration of each stimulus was increased to 400 ms. 

Results 

 Two participants were excluded prior to analysis, one due to wearing headphones 

and one due to fatigue. Two additional participants were excluded from the balanced 

prevalence group, one from the high group, and one from the low group, all for low 

accuracy (< 2.5 SD).  

Accuracy, overall. Overall accuracy for the balanced, high, and low prevalence groups 

was .97, .97, and .92. The Target Color × Prevalence Group interaction was reliable, and 
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the main effect of Prevalence Group was marginal. All results are contained in Table 

C27. 

Accuracy, high and low prevalence groups only. Again, Target Color × Prevalence 

Group was significant and Prevalence Group was marginal. No effects approached 

significance in the targeted analyses of the balanced and high prevalence groups  

Accuracy, low prevalence. The main effect of Target Color was significant. People were 

less accurate at detecting cued targets (.89) compared to uncued targets (.94; Figure 29).  

 

Figure 29. Experiment 3c accuracy results. Error bars indicate SEM. 

 

Discussion 

 Experiment 3 set out with the goal of isolating perceptual from attentional 

processes to investigate confirmatory search and prevalence effects when no attentional 

guidance is required. I predicted that results would reflect prevalence effects due to their 

perceptual nature, while the confirmatory visual bias would largely vanish in the absence 

of spatial search. The cueing effect took an unexpected direction, with surprisingly low 

detection accuracy for cued targets. This decrease in accuracy was likely not due to the 
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attentional blink, with the color of items surrounding the target being irrelevant. While a 

full discussion of this finding is beyond the scope of this investigation, one potential 

explanation for this odd finding is a failure of feature binding. In Treisman and Gelade’s 

(1980) Feature Integration Theory, features are detected preattentively and are later 

bound into conjunction wholes. The rapid presentation rate in Experiment 3, combined 

with relative similarity of stimuli, might explain a failure to adequately bind features into 

the correct objects. For example, brief presentation even yields illusory conjunctions 

under certain conditions (Treisman & Gelade, 1980). Although feature detection is 

preattentive, the cue-primed bias to seek a specific color in the present paradigm might 

further hinder the ability to correctly bind such features in time before the next stimulus 

in the RSVP stream. Increasing the duration of each stimulus in Experiment 3c 

eliminated the pattern, lending support to this account. 

 Additionally, people who most prefer to prioritize the cued color might be more 

susceptible to these errors. Recall that after the experiment, participants were given mock 

experimental trials and a questionnaire instructing them to indicate which color they 

prioritized, if any. Given limited sample size, these analyses failed to reach significance 

but showed a trend wherein people who preferred to attend to cue-matching colors 

showed exaggerated lower accuracies for cued targets in the balanced and high 

prevalence groups (Figure 30). In the high prevalence group, this difference was marginal 

[F(1, 24) = 3.21, p = .086, ��
� = .12], with the cue-preferring participants (n = 11) 

accurately detecting .80 cued and .86 uncued targets, and the no preference group (n = 

15) detecting .86 cued and .85 uncued targets (Figure 30, center).  
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Figure 30. Experiment 3a accuracy results by preference. Panels are split by those who 

preferred to attend to cued colors and those with no preference. Error bars indicate SEM. 

 

 This lower accuracy for cue-preference versus no preference resembles the 

finding that an effortful approach led to less efficient search (Smilek, Enns, Eastwood, & 

Merikle, 2006). In this investigation, participants were either instructed to search actively 

by deliberately directing attention, or to passively let the target pop into their minds. 

Active search was less efficient than passive search when discriminations were difficult. 

A second visual search experiment with a concurrent memory load task showed similar 
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results: Concurrent memory load led to more efficient search compared to the single-task 

search condition, when discriminations were difficult. Smilek et al. suggested that both 

passive search and memory load foster reliance on more efficient automatic cognitive 

processes. Although the lower accuracy for cued targets observed in Experiment 3a was 

generally consistent regardless of search preferences, Smilek et al.’s finding may partially 

explain the reduced accuracy of participants who preferentially adopted cued color 

templates in Experiment 3a.  

 Experiment 3 set out with the goal of examining the cue and prevalence biases in 

the absence of spatial attention. Experiment 4 returned to traditional visual search, 

exploring these biases with complex, real-world objects.  
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CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENT 4 

Investigations of the low-prevalence effect have typically examined conditions in 

which people search for a rare target or rare category of targets (e.g., Hout et al., 2015; 

Wolfe et al., 2005). However, rare and common items can occur in both rare and 

common forms, such as weapons cleverly disguised as benign objects like pen knives. 

Furthermore, professional searchers such as TSA screeners might expect to find metallic 

objects such as knives and firearms, overlooking ceramic or 3d-printed weapons made of 

different material. Experiment 4 investigated a more benign scenario wherein people 

sought real-world objects that could occur in cued or uncued colors. 

Experiment 4a presented real-world objects in two different shades of color, as in 

the previous experiments. People were again cued prior to search, except that they were 

shown two targets (a teddy bear and a car), and both were presented in a single cued 

color. For some people, both target forms (that specific bear and car) were equally likely 

as search targets. For other people, one target was common, and one rare. Following the 

previous paradigms, targets could occur either in the cued color shade or in an uncued 

color, and some participants encountered frequent or infrequent cue-colored targets. I 

predicted that search RT and accuracy would follow an intuitive pattern, where common 

targets in common colors would be detected most accurately and rapidly, with the least 

accurate and slowest search for rare targets in rare colors. Intermediate targets (i.e., 

common targets in rare colors and vice-versa) would be detected with intermediate 

accuracy and speed. Importantly, I also predicted that the cue bias would slightly modify 

this pattern, given previous results: In Experiment 1, prevalence effects appeared to be 
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robust under high cued target prevalence but diminished under low prevalence (Figure 5, 

bottom). As mentioned, this is likely a byproduct of mutual and conflicting prevalence 

and cue-seeking biases in these respective conditions. Similar effects should emerge in 

Experiment 4. When cued colors are common, both color and object prevalence effects 

should be amplified, as people seek cued colors and make generally faster decisions for 

frequent targets (Experiment 1 decision times, Figure 10).   

Experiment 4b equated both target identity prevalence and color prevalence, in 

order to further investigate the confirmatory search bias when people sought realistic 

stimuli with single-stage responses. 

Experiment 4a 

Method 

Participants. Participants again received partial course credit (137 total), and all were 

over 18 years of age and provided informed consent. All procedures were approved by 

Arizona State University’s IRB. 

Apparatus. All equipment used in data collection was identical to that used in the 

previous behavioral experiments. 

Stimuli. Stimuli consisted of 17 exemplars each of teddy bears and cars taken from the 

Massive Memory image database (http://cvcl.mit.edu/MM/objectCategories.html; 

Konkle, Brady, Alvarez, & Oliva, 2010). Each exemplar was recolored to 16 different 

versions using the “colorize” feature in Gimp 2 (http://www.gimp.org), with each color 

corresponding to the values from Stroud et al., 2012. Each stimulus was approximately 3° 

× 3°, and objects were widely dispersed in each display as in Experiment 2. All search 

displays contained an equal number of teddy bears and cars. Again, the proportion of cue-
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colored items was varied (see below); cued and uncued colors were evenly distributed 

across categories (e.g., if only four items (.25) in a given display matched the cue color, 

two teddy bears and two cars occurred in this color). Cued and uncued colors were 

selected to be maximally different and these color pairs varied slightly across blocks as 

before. Target exemplars were randomly selected but held constant for each participant 

throughout the experiment.  

Design. In addition to manipulating the Cue Color Proportion within subjects as before 

(.25, .50, .75), Experiment 4a also varied which target object occurred in the search 

display (Target Object, teddy bear or car) and its color (Target Color, matching or 

mismatching the cued color). Both target exemplars were presented at the initial cue 

screen, but both occurred in only one cued color in this screen (see Procedure below). 

Two aspects of item prevalence were manipulated between-subjects. The first was Object 

Prevalence, where some participants saw both target objects equally often (balanced 

prevalence) and others frequently saw one object versus the other (unbalanced 

prevalence; .25 trials contained the rare target, .75 contained the common target). 

Common and rare targets were counterbalanced by category. The second variable was 

Color Prevalence, which was structured as in the previous experiments with balanced, 

high (.75 cue-colored targets) and low (.25 cue-colored targets) prevalence conditions. 

Crossing the two between-subjects conditions effectively created six distinct between-

subjects groups. In summary, the full model was a 2 (Target Object) × 2 (Target Color) × 

3 (Cue Color Proportion) × 2 (Object Prevalence) × 3 (Color Prevalence) design. 

Procedure. The basic procedure was similar to the previous experiments. Initial 

instructions presented two objects (one car, one bear) prior to each block. Critically, both 
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objects occurred in only one color in this initial screen. Participants were instructed to 

search for both of those specific exemplars, and were told that only one will be present in 

each display. It was emphasized that either object can occur, and either in that depicted 

color or in another color. Within each search trial, people looked for these targets after an 

initial “get ready” screen and 500 ms fixation cross. After locating the target, participants 

terminated search with the space bar and verified the target’s color in a separate prompt 

(Figure 31). The “get ready” screen prior to each trial repeated the initial block 

instructions, reminding participants of the targets and search instructions to ensure 

clarity. After completing six practice trials, participants completed a block of baseline 

trials followed by nine main experimental blocks, each containing 48 trials, followed by 

the questionnaire as in the previous experiments. 

 

Figure 31. Experiment 4a trial progression. 

 

Results 

 Outlier analyses were conducted separately for each of the six groups prior to 

analysis, as in the previous experiments. Three of the groups had two outlier participants 

in each, with the other three having one outlier each. Broken down, six participants total 

were excluded for low accuracy alone (< 2.5 SD of the group mean), two participants 
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were excluded due to slow search RT alone (> 2.5 SD) and one was excluded for both 

low accuracy and slow RT.  

Accuracy, overall. Overall accuracy was greater than .93 correct across all groups (M = 

.95). Significant effects of interest included a main effect of Target Object as well as 

reliable Target Object × Object Prevalence, Target Color × Color Prevalence, Target 

Object × Target Color × Object Prevalence, and a marginal main effect of Object 

Prevalence. Full results are depicted in Table C28.  

Accuracy, within-group. Due to the presence of reliable interactions with the between-

subjects conditions in the overall analysis, targeted analyses were conducted looking at 

each between-subjects condition in isolation. All within-group results are depicted in 

Table C29. In the balanced object, low color prevalence condition, people were less 

accurate overall at detecting the rarer cue-colored targets (.96), compared to the more 

common uncued colors (.99; Figure 32, upper right). Conversely, when target colors were 

equiprobable but object prevalence was unbalanced, accuracy was lower for rare (.92) 

than common (.96) target objects, regardless of color (Figure 32, bottom center). When 

object prevalence was unbalanced and cued colors were rare (Figure 32, bottom right), 

rare objects were detected less accurately than common objects (.94 vs. .97), and rare, 

cued colors were detected less accurately than common, uncued colors (.93 vs. .97). 

Although not significant in all groups, the general pattern shows a consistent low-

prevalence effect that was distinct for colors and objects. 
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Figure 32. Experiment 4a accuracy results. The top row depicts equal object 

prevalence, the bottom depicts unbalanced object prevalence. Note that high 

and low prevalence target labels in the “Balanced Object” conditions (top 

row) are arbitrary. Error bars represent SEM. 

 

 

Search RT, overall. Significant effects of interest included Target Object × Object 

Prevalence, Target Color × Color Prevalence, and Target Object × Cue Color Proportion 

× Object Prevalence × Color Prevalence. Full results are depicted in Table C30. 

Search RT, within-group. Again, targeted analyses were conducted looking at each 

between-subjects condition in isolation. All targeted RT results are depicted in Table 

C31. In the balanced object, high color group (Figure 33, upper left), people were 

significantly faster at detecting cue-colored targets overall (1929 ms vs. 2486 ms), 

although Target Color also interacted with Target Object and Cue Color Proportion: In 

trials containing high-prevalence objects that matched the cue (solid green line), there 
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was a reliable quadratic trend across Cue Color Proportions [linear: F(1, 18) = 1.24, p = 

.280; quadratic: F(1, 18) = 5.92, p = .026, ��
� = .25]. None of the remaining cells of Cue 

Color Proportion at each object-color condition attained significance (all ps > .16). When 

object and color prevalence were equal (Figure 33, top center), a main effect of Target 

Color showed faster overall search for cue-colored targets (2195 vs. 2378 ms), although 

this is not striking in the figure. When Object Prevalence was unbalanced and cued colors 

were frequent (Figure 33, bottom left), all three main effects were reliable: Frequent 

objects were detected more quickly than rare objects (1737 ms vs. 2547 ms), as were 

frequent, cued colors (1803 ms vs. 2481 ms), and there was an overall linear trend across 

Cue Color Proportion conditions [linear: F(1, 21) = 13.68, p = .001, ��
� = .39; quadratic: 

F(1, 21) = 0.99, p = .332]. When colors were equated but objects unbalanced (Figure 33, 

bottom center), highly prevalent objects were found significantly faster than rare objects 

(1988 ms vs. 2670 ms), a pattern that continued in the unbalanced object, low color group 

(frequent objects: 1907 ms, rare objects: 2773 ms, bottom right).  

 The overall pattern in Figure 33 shows that color prevalence influenced search 

speed when cued colors were common (left panels), but not as much when cued colors 

were equated (middle panels) or rare (right panels). Unbalanced object prevalence 

strongly influenced search times across all conditions, however (bottom row). Except for 

the unbalanced object, high color prevalence condition (bottom left), the linear pattern 

characteristic of confirmatory search was notably absent, further suggesting a diminished 

tendency to preferentially seek cued colors. Experiment 4b was conducted to explore the 

influence of response requirements on confirmatory search in this paradigm.  
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Figure 33. Experiment 4a search RT results. Error bars represent SEM. 

 

Experiment 4b 

 This experiment was identical to Experiment 4a except that it included only the 

balanced object, balanced color prevalence condition, and people terminated search with 

the same key required to identify the target (Rajsic et al., 2015; 2017). In light of 

previous findings regarding single-stage responses (Rajsic et al.; Walenchok et al., under 

review), I predicted that search would be confirmatory and linear across levels of Cue 

Color Proportion.  
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Method 

Participants. Forty-nine participants completed Experiment 4a for partial course credit at 

Arizona State University. All were over 18 years of age and provided informed consent, 

and all procedures were approved by Arizona State University’s IRB. 

 All equipment and stimuli were identical to those used in Experiment 4a. All 

procedures were identical except that only the balanced object, balanced color prevalence 

condition was presented, and participants terminated search upon finding a target with the 

key used to confirm target identity (‘f’ or ‘j,’ counterbalanced by participant). 

Results 

 Prior to analysis, one participant was excluded for low accuracy, one for slow 

search RT, and one for both low accuracy and excessively fast RT (all outside 2.5 SD of 

the group mean). Forty-six participants were retained for the final analyses. 

Accuracy. Overall accuracy was .94. Only the main effects of Target Color and Cue 

Color Proportion were reliable (Table C32). Accuracy was slightly lower for cue-colored 

objects (.93 vs. .95; Figure 34, left). 

Search RT. Both Target Color and Cue Color Proportion were significant, but their 

interaction was absent (Table C32). Cue-colored targets were found more quickly than 

uncued targets (2114 ms vs. 2575 ms) and both linear and quadratic trends were reliable 

across Cue Color Proportions. As Figure 34 (right) suggests, the better-fitting trend was 

linear  [linear: F(1, 45) = 19.21, p < .001, ��
� = .30; quadratic: F(1, 45) = 6.41, p = .015, 

��
� = .13]. Overall, the RTs corroborate an account where response preparation serves to 

bias attention to response-compatible cued colors, exaggerating (or evoking) the 

confirmatory search bias. 
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Figure 34. Experiment 4b behavioral results. Error bars represent SEM. 

 

Discussion 

 Experiment 4 examined search behavior when people sought rare and common 

versions of rare and common objects. Experiment 4a showed a distinct prevalence effect 

on accuracy for both objects and colors, where rare objects and colors were detected less 

accurately in general than common objects and colors. With search response times, 

people were again susceptible to these prevalence effects, and the confirmatory search 

bias was diminished but evident. When cue-colored targets were common, people were 

predictably fastest at finding highly frequent objects occurring in these colors and slowest 

at finding rare objects in low-prevalence colors (search speed was intermediate when 

these conditions were crossed; Figure 33, bottom left). When cued colors were rare, 

search times conversely reflected object prevalence only (Figure 33, bottom right; some 

effect of color preference emerged in the balanced color, unbalanced object condition, 

bottom center). This absence of low color prevalence effects in search RT could have 

resulted from people seeking cue-colored targets but identifying them more slowly due to 
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their rare prevalence, relying less on cued colors to guide attention, or a combination of 

the two. People likely sought cued colors to a lesser degree in Experiment 4a when they 

were rare, similarly to the selectivity results in Experiment 1 and 2a, where attentional 

bias to cued stimuli was reduced (or reversed) when cue-colored targets were rare. 

However, this pattern generally supports my initial predictions, that antagonistic 

confirmatory and prevalence biases only appeared to diminish the color prevalence effect, 

which was robust in the accuracy data (Figure 32, bottom).  

Comparing Experiments 4a and 4b, when all targets and colors were equally 

likely, the confirmatory search bias was stronger with single-stage responses (Figure 34). 

The accuracy results in the left panel of Figure 34 showed that the confirmatory search 

bias can influence accuracy. Together with the right panel showing a linear confirmatory 

search bias, these results lend support to the account that cued colors encourage both 

response preparation and attention to items congruent with the response. Additionally, 

these biased accuracies in 4b, along with the high color prevalence RTs in 4a (Figure 33, 

lower left) suggest that frequent, expected colors can moderately influence how readily 

people detect objects, and could have implications for professional searchers (e.g., the 

effect of expected color on TSA agents’ scanning performance). 

In summary, Experiment 4 extends the previous results in this investigation by 

showing that people are susceptible to confirmatory and prevalence biases when seeking 

different versions of rare and common objects. Search for rare objects is less accurate 

overall, while frequent objects are readily found if they occur in an expected color, but 

less so if their color is infrequently encountered.  
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CHAPTER 6 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

The goal of this investigation was to examine how the low-prevalence effect 

interacts with the confirmatory search bias discovered by Rajsic et al. (2015; 2017). 

Using a subset search paradigm, Rajsic et al. found a bias where people perseverated in 

seeking stimuli matching an initial cued color, even when this approach was inefficient. 

Optimally, searchers should seek the subset color in each display to save time, regardless 

of whether it matches the cue, yet Rajsic et al.’s participants persisted in seeking cue-

matching items during search. We recently investigated whether the prevalence of cued 

targets in this paradigm influences the confirmatory search bias. We found robust 

confirmatory search and prevalence biases, but these phenomena had different origins 

(Walenchok, et al., under review). Prevalence effects arose as failures of object 

identification; rare targets were often missed even when directly inspected (see also Hout 

et al., 2015). In contrast, the source of confirmatory search was attentional (see also 

Rajsic et al., 2017). People showed an oculomotor bias to items matching the cued color, 

even when cue-matching targets were rare. They sought more cognitively available items, 

yet failed to correctly identify them if encountered rarely. In the current investigation, I 

conducted four experiments to explore the relationship between these target prevalence 

and search biases.   

Summary of Findings 

All experiments in this investigation, with the exception of one, reproduced the 

confirmatory search and prevalence biases. Experiment 1 presented a replication of our 

recent work, improving upon both stimuli and procedures. Prevalence effects and 
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confirmatory search biases were both robust, although the pattern of search RTs 

suggested an efficient strategy of inspecting the minority color subset when color 

prevalence was balanced, contrary to previous findings in our lab and elsewhere (Rajsic 

et al., 2015; 2017). A plausible explanation for this result is that Experiment 1 used a 

dual-stage response, where people terminated search with a neutral key before separately 

verifying the target. Separating responses in this way should have minimized the chances 

of people preparing cue-matching responses ahead of searching, reducing the tendency 

for response preparation to bias attention to cue-congruent items.  

Experiment 2 again presented a similar paradigm, but with distributed search 

displays at varying set sizes. Rajsic et al. (2017) found that increasing the cost of each 

inspection encouraged people to adopt the optimal, “minimal” subset search strategy. 

They presented gaze-contingent search, minimizing peripheral attention and requiring 

direct inspection in order to identify each stimulus. In contrast, Experiment 2’s varied 

displays and larger set sizes served to increase the collective cost of inspections. Search 

RTs showed that people used the subset search strategy even at smaller set sizes 

(particularly Experiments 2a and 2b), suggesting that distributed displays were sufficient 

for encouraging strategy use. People were also less biased to inspect cued stimuli overall, 

and biased away from cued colors when they were rare in Experiment 2b, lending further 

support for strategy use, although the confirmatory bias was only reduced (not 

eliminated), despite such strategies. Experiment 2c presented letter stimuli in various 

cued and uncued fonts, making discrimination between the two more challenging 

compared to the previous experiments. Here, search RTs showed strategic search at the 

largest set size, but there was less evidence of strategy use at small set sizes, in contrast to 
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2a and 2b. These finer discriminations likely made strategizing difficult by limiting “pop 

out” of the minority subset (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Treisman & Gelade, 1980). 

Experiment 3 aimed to investigate object perception independent of spatial 

attention by presenting RSVP search. In contrast to my prediction that perceptual, 

prevalence effects would strongly follow the pattern from previous experiments (i.e., 

failures to perceive rare targets), detection of cued items was generally poor regardless of 

target prevalence. This surprising result was not explained by the attentional blink 

(Raymond et al., 1992) and instead may have been a failure of feature binding under 

conditions of such rapid presentation (Treisman & Gelade, 1980).  

Experiment 4 presented a different paradigm that varied two levels of target 

prevalence: The frequency of real-world target objects, and the frequency at which these 

objects occurred in cued or uncued colors. Search was predictably faster when targets 

frequently occurred in cued colors, and slower when targets occurred in rare, uncued 

colors. People disproportionately failed to detect rare objects in rare colors, although 

color appeared to exert less influence on search speed than object frequency when cued 

colors were rare. 

The Visual Matching Bias 

 These experiments have generally shown that people are biased to seek cue-

matching stimuli, even when such targets are rare and alternative strategies are available. 

This reliance on salient cues even in the face of overwhelming evidence to ignore them 

resembles the failures observed in classic investigations of abstract logical reasoning. In 

such tasks, people are typically given four cards, turned face-down, containing symbols 

on both sides (Wason, 1966). Participants are then asked to turn over only the cards 
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required to falsify a rule, e.g., “If the card has a vowel on one side then it has an even 

number on the other side.” (Wason, 1966, p. 146). Typically, people correctly turn over 

the card(s) with vowels facing up (corresponding to affirming the antecedent P in formal 

logic) but fail to turn over card(s) with odd numbers facing up (corresponding to not Q, 

denying the consequent), both of which are required to falsify the rule. Performance in 

these tasks is resistant to training (Wason, 1968), and Evans (1972; 1998) discovered a 

matching bias undermining performance: If the rule is stated as, e.g., “If the card has a 

vowel on one side, then it does not have an even number on the other side,” participants 

fail to appreciate the negative framing of the consequent, ignoring the “does not” logical 

transformation in this second part of the statement. They use vowel and even number to 

guide their choices, matching the salient information in the rule and ignoring the full 

consequent. Analogously, people typically ignore the visual template switching that can 

be employed in the subset search paradigm, opting instead to use the mentally salient 

color cue; Rajsic, Taylor, and Pratt (2017) recently characterized the confirmatory search 

bias as a visual form of matching bias. One crucial difference distinguishes visual and 

logical reasoning, however: Correct reasoning is cognitively demanding and requires 

taking all logical operators into account, whereas correct visual search only requires 

finding the target. Strategizing by restricting search to the minority subset, and 

deductively inferring the target identity where necessary, is only useful when the 

temporal cost of employing this strategy is less than the cost of strategy-free search.  

Automatic Search and Controlled Strategies 

 In the subset search paradigm, the distinction between automatic and controlled 

modes of search is clear. With Experiment 2’s widely distributed displays, people showed 
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a general quadratic pattern of strategic search even at smaller set sizes. Although 

voluntary saccade preparation takes time (Rayner, 1998; Rayner, Slowiaczek, Clifton, & 

Bertera, 1983), and unplanned visual search is typically random but rapid (Horowitz & 

Wolfe, 1998; Wolfe et al., 2000) the effort of scanning such wide displays was apparently 

too burdensome employ strategy-free search. In Experiment 3c, the difficulty of 

discriminating subtler differences in fonts attenuated this subset strategy somewhat, but 

people employed strategic search at the largest set size, when both distributed objects and 

sheer number made unplanned search inefficient. The simple, circular, eight-item 

displays originally employed by Rajsic et al. (2015) required comparatively little effort, 

and little need for strategy use, although as previously mentioned, response planning 

likely played a role in the linear trend observed in prior experiments with single-stage 

responses. 

 In Experiment 4, although stimuli were distributed and set size was intermediate, 

search slopes across color proportions were largely flat (excluding 4b, which employed 

single-stage responses). This pattern indicates a diminished confirmatory search bias, 

although the bias was apparent when cued colors were common (Figure 33, bottom left). 

The prospect of searching for two complex objects may have mitigated the color bias, as 

guided search to shape was feasible (Wolfe et al., 1989) unlike in the previous 

experiments. Notably, objects in Experiment 4 also occurred in non-uniform hues. This 

decrease in saliency might have minimized guidance (and bias) based on color in this 

paradigm (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Wolfe et al., 1989). 

 In conclusion, planning attention and eye movements is inefficient, whereas non-

strategic search is usually adequate for most visual searches. However, when search 
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becomes sufficiently difficult and strategies are available, a switch to controlled, strategic 

search affords an economical means to minimize the burden of costly searches.  
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APPENDIX B 

RGB VALUES FOR COLOR STIMULI 
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Table B1. Adapted from Stroud et al. (2012). Note that the colors 7 and 15 were excluded due to 7’s 

visual similarity with the gray background. 

 

Index R G B 

 
   

1 240 170 0 

2 215 195 0 

3 235 235 0 

4 190 210 0 

5 120 190 0 

6 60 200 90 

7 60 150 110 

8 0 170 170 

9 0 165 235 

10 45 120 235 

11 110 60 200 

12 180 50 180 

13 235 0 170 

14 245 10 100 

15 255 50 50 

16 255 100 60 
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APPENDIX C 

ANOVA RESULTS IN ALL EXPERIMENTS 
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Table C1. Behavioral mean accuracy results, Experiment 1. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 1, Overall 
     

Target Color (TC) 1, 61 0.08 .784  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 60 0.82 .444  

Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 61 0.05 .950  

*TC × PG 2, 61 19.32 <.001 .39 

†CCP × PG 4, 122 2.25 .067 .07 

*TC × CCP 2, 60 7.38 .001 .20 

TC × CCP × PG 4, 122 0.66 .619  
     

Experiment 1, High and low prevalence groups only 

Target Color (TC) 1, 39 0.01 .911  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 38 0.19 .829  

Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 39 0.04 .836  

*TC × PG 1, 39 33.04 <.001 .46 

*CCP × PG 2, 38 3.62 .036 .16 

*TC × CCP 2, 38 6.15 .005 .24 

TC × CCP × PG 2, 38 0.02 .981  
     

Experiment 1, Balanced Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 22 0.14 .711  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 21 1.12 .345  

TC × CCP 2, 21 0.95 .404  
     

Experiment 1, High Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 19 15.04 .001 .44 

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 18 0.97 .398  

TC × CCP 2, 18 2.54 .107  
     

Experiment 1, Low Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 20 18.13 <.001 .48 

†Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 3.39 .055 .26 

*TC × CCP 2, 19 6.99 .005 .42 
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 
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Table C2. Behavioral median search RT results,  Experiment 1. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 1, Overall 
     

*Target Color (TC) 1, 61 8.17 .006 .12 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 60 28.92 <.001 .49 

Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 61 1.13 .330  

*TC × PG 2, 61 7.45 .001 .20 

*CCP × PG 4, 122 2.89 .025 .09 

*TC × CCP 2, 60 56.43 <.001 .65 

*TC × CCP × PG 4, 122 3.70 .007 .11 
     

Experiment 1, High and low prevalence groups only 

†Target Color (TC) 1, 39 3.06 .088 .07 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 38 21.55 <.001 .53 

Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 39 2.47 .124  

*TC × PG 1, 39 12.08 .001 .24 

*CCP × PG 2, 38 4.43 .019 .19 

*TC × CCP 2, 38 38.12 <.001 .67 

*TC × CCP × PG 2, 38 7.38 .002 .28 
     

Experiment 1, Balanced Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 22 7.89 .010 .26 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 21 6.83 .005 .39 

*TC × CCP 2, 21 17.50 <.001 .63 
     

Experiment 1, High Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 19 11.51 .003 .38 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 18 12.82 <.001 .59 

*TC × CCP 2, 18 5.35 .015 .37 
     

Experiment 1, Low Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 20 1.80 .195  

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 8.09 .003 .46 

*TC × CCP 2, 19 49.64 <.001 .84 
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 
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Table C3. Eye-tracking results: Mean inspection count, Experiment 1. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 1, Overall 
     

*Target Color (TC) 1, 61 13.96 <.001 .19 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 60 26.49 <.001 .47 

Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 61 .331 .719  

*TC × PG 2, 61 4.63 .013 .13 

†CCP × PG 4, 122 2.31 .062 .07 

*TC × CCP 2, 60 59.24 <.001 .66 

*TC × CCP × PG 4, 122 5.24 .001 .15 
     

Experiment 1, High and low prevalence groups only 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 39 6.02 .019 .13 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 38 18.82 <.001 .50 

Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 39 0.65 .425  

*TC × PG 1, 39 8.01 .007 .17 

*CCP × PG 2, 38 3.43 .043 .15 

*TC × CCP 2, 38 31.75 <.001 .63 

*TC × CCP × PG 2, 38 9.50 <.001 .33 
     

Experiment 1, Balanced Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 22 9.67 .005 .31 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 21 7.55 .003 .42 

*TC × CCP 2, 21 34.49 <.001 .77 
     

Experiment 1, High Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 19 15.50 .001 .45 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 18 11.27 .001 .56 

*TC × CCP 2, 18 4.89 .020 .35 
     

Experiment 1, Low Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 20 0.07 .801  

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 9.52 .001 .50 

*TC × CCP 2, 19 36.90 <.001 .80 
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 
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Table C4. Eye-tracking results: Selectivity, Experiment 1. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 1, Overall 
     

*Target Color (TC) 1, 61 350.12 <.001 .85 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 60 74.67 <.001 .71 

*‡Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 34.0 4.67 .016 .19 

*Epoch (E) 1, 61 9.98 .002 .14 

TC × PG 2, 61 0.94 .395  

CCP × PG 4, 122 1.41 .233  

*E × PG 2, 61 10.70 <.001 .26 

*TC × CCP 2, 60 14.90 <.001 .33 

TC × CCP × PG 4, 122 0.51 .727  

*TC × E 1, 61 574.29 <.001 .90 

TC × E × PG 2, 61 0.58 .561  

*CCP × E 2, 60 15.68 <.001 .34 

CCP × E × PG 4, 122 0.36 .838  

TC × CCP × E 2, 60 0.69 .506  

†TC × CCP × E × PG 4, 122 2.03 .094 .06 
     

Experiment 1, High and low prevalence groups only 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 39 214.85 <.001 .85 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 38 46.02 <.001 .71 

*Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 39 9.10 .004 .19 

*Epoch (E) 1, 39 6.31 .016 .14 

TC × PG 1, 39 0.84 .364  

CCP × PG 2, 38 2.38 .107  

*E × PG 1, 39 16.61 <.001 .30 

*TC × CCP 2, 38 9.10 .001 .32 

TC × CCP × PG 2, 38 0.59 .558  

*TC × E 1, 39 284.96 <.001 .88 

TC × E × PG 1, 39 0.70 .407  

*CCP × E 2, 38 9.39 <.001 .33 

CCP × E × PG 2, 38 0.57 .571  

TC × CCP × E 2, 38 1.50 .237  

TC × CCP × E × PG 2, 38 2.31 .113  
     

Experiment 1, Balanced Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 22 138.54 <.001 .86 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 21 28.19 <.001 .73 

†Epoch (E) 1, 22 4.04 .057 .16 

*TC × CCP 2, 21 6.09 .008 .37 

*TC × E 1, 22 400.81 <.001 .95 

*CCP × E 2, 21 6.23 .008 .37 

TC × CCP × E 2, 21 0.52 .604  
     

Experiment 1, High Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 19 70.13 <.001 .79 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 18 12.28 <.001 .58 

*Epoch (E) 1, 19 21.87 <.001 .54 

TC × CCP 2, 18 2.16 .144  

*TC × E 1, 19 86.82 <.001 .82 

†CCP × E 2, 18 2.79 .088 .24 

†TC × CCP × E 2, 18 3.47 .053 .28 
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Experiment 1, Low Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 20 177.14 <.001 .90 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 42.24 <.001 .82 

Epoch (E) 1, 20 1.22 .283  

*TC × CCP 2, 19 8.92 .002 .48 

*TC × E 1, 20 279.57 <.001 .93 

*CCP × E 2, 19 7.33 .004 .44 

TC × CCP × E 2, 19 0.05 .954  
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 

‡ indicates Welch’s test, correcting for unequal group variances. 
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Table C5. Eye-tracking results: Inference (proportion of trials with a target inspection), Experiment 

1. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 1, Overall 
     

*Target Color (TC) 1, 61 8.25 .006 .12 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 60 8.07 .001 .21 

†‡Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 36.0 2.51 .096 .13 

*TC × PG 2, 61 4.07 .022 .12 

CCP × PG 4, 122 1.25 .292  

*TC × CCP 2, 60 16.74 <.001 .36 

TC × CCP × PG 4, 122 0.80 .526  
     

Experiment 1, High and low prevalence groups only 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 39 6.20 .017 .14 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 38 3.65 .036 .16 

*‡Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 26.5 4.62 .041 .11 

*TC × PG 1, 39 4.40 .043 .10 

CCP × PG 2, 38 1.72 .192  

*TC × CCP 2, 38 11.92 <.001 .39 

TC × CCP × PG 2, 38 0.88 .424  
     

Experiment 1, Balanced Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 22 2.70 .115  

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 21 5.03 .016 .32 

*TC × CCP 2, 21 4.58 .022 .30 
     

Experiment 1, High Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 19 5.23 .034 .22 

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 18 1.42 .267  

*TC × CCP 2, 18 6.00 .010 .40 
     

Experiment 1, Low Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 20 0.96 .340  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 2.37 .121  

*TC × CCP 2, 19 5.64 .012 .37 
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 

‡ indicates Welch’s test, correcting for unequal group variances. 
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Table C6. Eye-tracking results: Mean first stimulus inspection duration, Experiment 1. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 1, Overall 
     

†Target Color (TC) 1, 59 3.70 .059 .06 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 58 3.18 .049 .10 

Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 59 0.65 .524  

†Distractor Color (DC) 1, 59 3.70 .059 .06 

TC × PG 2, 59 0.18 .834  

CCP × PG 4, 118 0.18 .948  

†DC × PG 2, 59 2.71 .075 .08 

*TC × CCP 2, 58 10.00 <.001 .26 

TC × CCP × PG 4, 118 0.93 .449  

*TC × DC 1, 59 45.90 <.001 .44 

TC × DC × PG 2, 59 0.86 .430  

CCP × DC 2, 58 0.35 .708  

CCP × DC × PG 4, 118 0.43 .786  

TC × CCP × DC 2, 58 1.87 .164  

TC × CCP × DC× PG 4, 118 1.80 .133  
     

Experiment 1, High and low prevalence groups only 

Target Color (TC) 1, 37 1.82 .185  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 36 1.46 .245  

Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 37 0.60 .444  

Distractor Color (DC) 1, 37 2.40 .130  

TC × PG 1, 37 0.29 .592  

CCP × PG 2, 36 0.08 .920  

*DC × PG 1, 37 4.56 .039 .11 

*TC × CCP 2, 36 5.77 .007 .24 

TC × CCP × PG 2, 36 0.88 .425  

*TC × DC 1, 37 28.58 <.001 .44 

TC × DC × PG 1, 37 0.06 .808  

CCP × DC 2, 36 0.07 .936  

CCP × DC × PG 2, 36 0.29 .748  

†TC × CCP × DC 2, 36 2.53 .094 .12 

†TC × CCP × DC× PG 2, 36 2.67 .083 .13 
     

Experiment 1, Balanced Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 22 2.32 .142  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 21 2.31 .124  

Distractor Color (DC) 1, 22 1.26 .274  

*TC × CCP 2, 21 4.71 .020 .31 

*TC × DC 1, 22 18.66 <.001 .46 

CCP × DC 2, 21 0.98 .393  

TC × CCP × DC 2, 21 0.38 .691  
     

Experiment 1, High Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 17 2.41 .139  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 16 1.02 .383  

*Distractor Color (DC) 1, 17 6.11 .024 .26 

†TC × CCP 2, 16 3.12 .072 .28 

*TC × DC 1, 17 17.66 .001 .51 

CCP × DC 2, 16 0.18 .838  

TC × CCP × DC 2, 16 2.48 .115  
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Experiment 1, Low Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 20 0.28 .602  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 0.59 .566  

Distractor Color (DC) 1, 20 0.19 .666  

*TC × CCP 2, 19 3.62 .047 .28 

*TC × DC 1, 20 13.35 .002 .40 

CCP × DC 2, 19 0.22 .808  

TC × CCP × DC 2, 19 0.79 .471  
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 
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Table C7. Eye-tracking results: Mean decision time, Experiment 1. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 1, Overall 
     

Target Color (TC) 1, 60 1.27 .265  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 59 0.67 .514  

Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 60 1.86 .164  

*TC × PG 2, 60 4.71 .013 .14 

CCP × PG 4, 120 0.20 .939  

*TC × CCP 2, 59 5.13 .009 .15 

TC × CCP × PG 4, 120 0.49 .745  
     

Experiment 1, High and low prevalence groups only 

Target Color (TC) 1, 38 2.07 .159  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 37 0.36 .698  

†Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 38 3.45 .071 .08 

*TC × PG 1, 38 5.50 .024 .13 

CCP × PG 2, 37 0.23 .792  

†TC × CCP 2, 37 2.86 .070 .13 

TC × CCP × PG 2, 37 0.55 .585  
     

Experiment 1, Balanced Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 22 0.50 .486  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 21 0.41 .667  

*TC × CCP 2, 21 3.67 .043 .26 
     

Experiment 1, High Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 18 0.46 .504  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 17 0.48 .627  

TC × CCP 2, 17 0.33 .721  
     

Experiment 1, Low Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 20 6.62 .018 .25 

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 0.37 .695  

*TC × CCP 2, 19 4.39 .027 .32 
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 
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Table C8. Eye-tracking results: Perceptual failures, Experiment 1. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 1, Overall 
     

Target Color (TC) 1, 60 0.29 .595  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 59 0.42 .658  

‡Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 39.4 0.28 .756  

*TC × PG 2, 60 16.53 <.001 .36 

†CCP × PG 4, 120 2.06 .090 .06 

*TC × CCP 2, 59 4.04 .023 .12 

TC × CCP × PG 4, 120 1.31 .269  
     

Experiment 1, High and low prevalence groups only 

Target Color (TC) 1, 38 0.23 .637  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 37 0.13 .883  

Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 38 0.12 .727  

*TC × PG 1, 38 28.68 <.001 .43 

†CCP × PG 2, 37 3.10 .057 .14 

*TC × CCP 2, 37 4.01 .026 .18 

TC × CCP × PG 2, 37 0.59 .562  
     

Experiment 1, Balanced Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 22 0.05 .822  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 21 0.68 .517  

TC × CCP 2, 21 1.06 .365  
     

Experiment 1, High Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 18 11.25 .004 .39 

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 17 1.13 .346  

TC × CCP 2, 17 2.49 .113  
     

Experiment 1, Low Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 20 18.03 <.001 .47 

†Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 3.05 .071 .24 

*TC × CCP 2, 19 6.03 .009 .39 
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 

‡ indicates Welch’s test, correcting for unequal group variances. 
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Table C9. Mean accuracy results, Experiment 2a. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 2a, Overall 
     

Target Color (TC) 1, 64 0.67 .416  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 63 0.46 .633  

Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 64 0.54 .586  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 63 11.96 <.001 .28 

*TC × PG 2, 64 20.98 <.001 .40 

CCP × PG 4, 128 1.73 .148  

SS × PG 4, 128 0.26 .902  

TC × CCP 2, 63 1.09 .341  

†TC × CCP × PG 4, 128 2.41 .052 .07 

TC × SS 2, 63 0.10 .905  

TC × SS × PG 4, 128 0.64 .632  

*CCP × SS 4, 61 5.10 .001 .25 

CCP × SS × PG 8, 124 1.40 .202  

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 61 2.83 .032 .16 

*TC × CCP × SS × PG 8, 124 2.42 .019 .14 
     

Experiment 2a, High and low prevalence groups only 

Target Color (TC) 1, 44 1.39 .245  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 43 0.45 .638  

Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 44 0.74 .395  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 43 7.24 .002 .25 

*TC × PG 1, 44 33.18 <.001 .43 

CCP × PG 2, 43 1.30 .284  

SS × PG 2, 43 0.41 .666  

†TC × CCP 2, 43 2.73 .076 .11 

†TC × CCP × PG 2, 43 3.08 .056 .13 

TC × SS 2, 43 0.47 .630  

TC × SS × PG 2, 43 0.55 .579  

*CCP × SS 4, 41 3.69 .012 .27 

*CCP × SS × PG 4, 41 2.60 .050 .20 

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 41 3.00 .029 .23 

*TC × CCP × SS × PG 4, 41 3.01 .029 .23 
     

Experiment 2a, Balanced Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 20 0.33 .571  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 2.60 .101  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 19 5.57 .013 .37 

TC × CCP 2, 19 0.69 .512  

TC × SS 2, 19 0.38 .690  

CCP × SS 4, 17 1.35 .292  

TC × CCP × SS 4, 17 1.68 .202  
     

Experiment 2a, High Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 23 9.44 .005 .29 

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 22 2.38 .116  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 22 4.38 .025 .29 

*TC × CCP 2, 22 5.01 .016 .31 

TC × SS 2, 22 0.02 .985  

†CCP × SS 4, 20 2.61 .066 .34 
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*TC × CCP × SS 4, 20 4.13 .013 .45 
     

Experiment 2a, Low Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 21 28.06 <.001 .57 

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 20 0.21 .811  

†Set Size (SS) 2, 20 3.29 .058 .25 

TC × CCP 2, 20 0.36 .702  

TC × SS 2, 20 0.73 .495  

*CCP × SS 4, 18 3.94 .018 .47 

TC × CCP × SS 4, 18 2.20 .110  
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 
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Table C10. Median search RT results, Experiment 2a. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 2a, Overall 
     

Target Color (TC) 1, 64 2.19 .144  

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 63 58.13 <.001 .65 

Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 64 0.23 .794  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 63 503.45 <.001 .94 

*TC × PG 2, 64 38.83 <.001 .55 

*CCP × PG 4, 128 3.59 .008 .10 

*SS × PG 4, 128 2.57 .041 .07 

*TC × CCP 2, 63 70.58 <.001 .69 

TC × CCP × PG 4, 128 1.71 .152  

TC × SS 2, 63 1.31 .277  

*TC × SS × PG 4, 128 11.48 <.001 .26 

*CCP × SS 4, 61 18.01 <.001 .54 

CCP × SS × PG 8, 124 0.96 .468  

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 61 32.99 <.001 .68 

†TC × CCP × SS × PG 8, 124 1.86 .073 .11 
     

Experiment 2a, High and low prevalence groups only 

†Target Color (TC) 1, 44 2.91 .095 .06 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 43 42.47 <.001 .66 

Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 44 0.02 .887  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 43 322.79 <.001 .94 

*TC × PG 1, 44 55.44 <.001 .56 

*CCP × PG 2, 43 6.58 .003 .23 

†SS × PG 2, 43 3.18 .051 .13 

*TC × CCP 2, 43 45.18 <.001 .68 

†TC × CCP × PG 2, 43 2.68 .080 .11 

†TC × SS 2, 43 3.10 .055 .126 

*TC × SS × PG 2, 43 19.08 <.001 .47 

*CCP × SS 4, 41 10.55 <.001 .51 

CCP × SS × PG 4, 41 1.34 .271  

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 41 20.42 <.001 .67 

*TC × CCP × SS × PG 4, 41 2.76 .040 .21 
     

Experiment 2a, Balanced Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 20 0.20 .660  

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 15.31 <.001 .62 

*Set Size (SS) 2, 19 191.58 <.001 .95 

*TC × CCP 2, 19 26.57 <.001 .74 

TC × SS 2, 19 1.26 .307  

*CCP × SS 4, 17 8.34 .001 .66 

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 17 15.54 <.001 .79 
     

Experiment 2a, High Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 23 40.99 <.001 .64 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 22 23.58 <.001 .68 

*Set Size (SS) 2, 22 269.79 <.001 .96 

*TC × CCP 2, 22 21.02 <.001 .66 

*TC × SS 2, 22 16.94 <.001 .61 

*CCP × SS 4, 20 4.76 .007 .49 
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*TC × CCP × SS 4, 20 12.11 <.001 .71 
     

Experiment 2a, Low Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 21 17.05 <.001 .45 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 20 26.08 <.001 .72 

*Set Size (SS) 2, 20 106.34 <.001 .91 

*TC × CCP 2, 20 24.64 <.001 .71 

*TC × SS 2, 20 4.50 .024 .31 

*CCP × SS 4, 18 5.27 .005 .54 

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 18 9.24 <.001 .67 
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 
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Table C11. Behavioral mean accuracy results, Experiment 2b. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 2b, Overall 
     

*Target Color (TC) 1, 55 9.50 .003 .15 

†Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 54 2.75 .073 .09 

*‡Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 33.6 3.92 .030 .19 

*Set Size (SS) 2, 54 3.25 .046 .11 

*TC × PG 2, 55 21.44 <.001 .44 

†CCP × PG 4, 110 2.04 .094 .07 

SS × PG 4, 110 0.56 .692  

TC × CCP 2, 54 1.89 .161  

TC × CCP × PG 4, 110 1.29 .279  

TC × SS 2, 54 1.34 .269  

TC × SS × PG 4, 110 0.10 .982  

CCP × SS 4, 52 1.88 .128  

CCP × SS × PG 8, 106 1.21 .303  

TC × CCP × SS 4, 52 1.67 .170  

TC × CCP × SS × PG 8, 106 0.94 .487  
     

Experiment 2b, High and low prevalence groups only 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 38 8.85 .005 .19 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 37 4.55 .017 .20 

*‡Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 24.4 6.53 .017 .16 

†Set Size (SS) 2, 37 2.68 .082 .13 

*TC × PG 1, 38 34.48 <.001 .48 

CCP × PG 2, 37 1.54 .227  

SS × PG 2, 37 0.16 .856  

TC × CCP 2, 37 1.12 .339  

TC × CCP × PG 2, 37 1.26 .296  

TC × SS 2, 37 1.03 .367  

TC × SS × PG 2, 37 0.01 .988  

CCP × SS 4, 35 0.71 .589  

CCP × SS × PG 4, 35 1.20 .328  

TC × CCP × SS 4, 35 1.84 .143  

TC × CCP × SS × PG 4, 35 0.99 .425  
     

Experiment 2b, Balanced Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 17 1.10 .309  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 16 0.10 .902  

Set Size (SS) 2, 16 1.50 .254  

*TC × CCP 2, 16 10.25 .001 .56 

TC × SS 2, 16 1.52 .248  

CCP × SS 4, 14 2.26 .115  

TC × CCP × SS 4, 14 0.57 .686  
     

Experiment 2b, High Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 20 39.02 <.001 .66 

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 1.47 .255  

†Set Size (SS) 2, 19 2.84 .084 .23 

TC × CCP 2, 19 0.38 .691  

TC × SS 2, 19 1.11 .351  

CCP × SS 4, 17 0.10 .980  
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TC × CCP × SS 4, 17 0.48 .753  
     

Experiment 2b, Low Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 18 18.77 <.001 .51 

†Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 17 3.44 .056 .29 

Set Size (SS) 2, 17 0.82 .456  

TC × CCP 2, 17 1.97 .170  

TC × SS 2, 17 0.28 .757  

CCP × SS 4, 15 1.01 .432  

TC × CCP × SS 4, 15 1.54 .241  
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 

‡ indicates Welch’s test, correcting for unequal group variances. 
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Table C12. Behavioral median search RT results, Experiment 2b. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 2b, Overall 
     

Target Color (TC) 1, 55 0.46 .503  

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 54 17.81 <.001 .40 

Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 55 0.43 .651  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 54 411.81 <.001 .94 

*TC × PG 2, 55 16.33 <.001 .37 

†CCP × PG 4, 110 2.42 .053 .08 

SS × PG 4, 110 0.28 .894  

*TC × CCP 2, 54 78.50 <.001 .74 

*TC × CCP × PG 4, 110 3.57 .009 .12 

TC × SS 2, 54 <0.01 .998  

*TC × SS × PG 4, 110 3.09 .019 .10 

*CCP × SS 4, 52 6.15 <.001 .32 

†CCP × SS × PG 8, 106 0.91 .510 .06 

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 52 32.55 <.001 .72 

*TC × CCP × SS × PG 8, 106 2.19 .034 .14 
     

Experiment 2b, High and low prevalence groups only 

Target Color (TC) 1, 38 0.58 .449  

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 37 13.00 <.001 .41 

Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 38 0.69 .412  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 37 314.59 <.001 .94 

*TC × PG 1, 38 25.70 <.001 .40 

*CCP × PG 2, 37 3.89 .029 .17 

SS × PG 2, 37 0.22 .804 .01 

*TC × CCP 2, 37 55.90 <.001 .75 

*TC × CCP × PG 2, 37 6.98 .003 .27 

TC × SS 2, 37 0.02 .983  

*TC × SS × PG 2, 37 5.52 .008 .23 

*CCP × SS 4, 35 4.68 .004 .35 

CCP × SS × PG 4, 35 1.06 .390  

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 35 24.06 <.001 .73 

*TC × CCP × SS × PG 4, 35 3.03 .030 .26 
     

Experiment 2b, Balanced Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 17 <0.01 .975  

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 16 5.53 .015 .41 

*Set Size (SS) 2, 16 156.13 <.001 .96 

*TC × CCP 2, 16 22.31 <.001 .74 

TC × SS 2, 16 0.04 .960  

CCP × SS 4, 14 1.94 .159  

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 14 9.38 .001 .73 
     

Experiment 2b, High Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 20 19.00 <.001 .49 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 9.86 .001 .51 

*Set Size (SS) 2, 19 221.18 <.001 .96 

*TC × CCP 2, 19 44.13 <.001 .82 

TC × SS 2, 19 2.09 .151  

†CCP × SS 4, 17 2.51 <.001 .37 
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*TC × CCP × SS 4, 17 12.14 <.001 .74 
     

Experiment 2b, Low Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 18 8.30 .010 .32 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 17 6.84 .007 .45 

*Set Size (SS) 2, 17 113.13 <.001 .93 

*TC × CCP 2, 17 15.78 <.001 .65 

*TC × SS 2, 17 3.89 .041 .31 

CCP × SS 4, 15 2.35 .102  

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 15 11.71 <.001 .76 
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 
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Table C13. Eye-tracking results: Mean inspection count, Experiment 2b. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 2b, Overall 
     

Target Color (TC) 1, 55 0.50 .483  

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 54 21.75 <.001 .45 

Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 55 0.45 .641  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 54 329.69 <.001 .92 

*TC × PG 2, 55 10.98 <.001 .29 

CCP × PG 4, 110 1.81 .133  

SS × PG 4, 110 0.54 .704  

*TC × CCP 2, 54 74.11 <.001 .73 

TC × CCP × PG 4, 110 1.73 .150  

TC × SS 2, 54 0.83 .442  

*TC × SS × PG 4, 110 2.74 .032 .09 

*CCP × SS 4, 52 8.42 <.001 .39 

CCP × SS × PG 8, 106 1.44 .188  

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 52 24.66 <.001 .65 

TC × CCP × SS × PG 8, 106 1.42 .198  
     

Experiment 2b, High and low prevalence groups only 

Target Color (TC) 1, 38 0.67 .417  

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 37 15.24 <.001 .45 

Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 38 0.57 .457  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 37 225.14 <.001 .92 

*TC × PG 1, 38 18.63 <.001 .33 

†CCP × PG 2, 37 2.56 .091 .12 

SS × PG 2, 37 0.48 .626  

*TC × CCP 2, 37 60.64 <.001 .77 

TC × CCP × PG 2, 37 2.36 .109  

TC × SS 2, 37 0.06 .940  

*TC × SS × PG 2, 37 4.12 .024 .18 

*CCP × SS 4, 35 7.37 <.001 .46 

CCP × SS × PG 4, 35 1.25 .309  

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 35 20.30 <.001 .70 

TC × CCP × SS × PG 4, 35 1.69 .175  
     

Experiment 2b, Balanced Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 17 <0.01 .997  

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 16 6.91 .007 .46 

*Set Size (SS) 2, 16 132.60 <.001 .94 

*TC × CCP 2, 16 18.48 <.001 .70 

TC × SS 2, 16 1.34 .289  

†CCP × SS 4, 14 2.67 .076 .43 

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 14 6.83 .003 .66 
     

Experiment 2b, High Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 20 12.06 .002 .38 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 14.18 <.001 .60 

*Set Size (SS) 2, 19 168.25 <.001 .95 

*TC × CCP 2, 19 44.50 <.001 .82 

TC × SS 2, 19 1.69 .211  

*CCP × SS 4, 17 7.31 .001 .63 
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*TC × CCP × SS 4, 17 12.19 <.001 .74 
     

Experiment 2b, Low Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 18 7.00 .016 .28 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 17 7.01 .006 .45 

*Set Size (SS) 2, 17 74.23 <.001 .90 

*TC × CCP 2, 17 18.87 <.001 .69 

TC × SS 2, 17 2.58 .105  

*CCP × SS 4, 15 3.97 .022 .51 

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 15 7.15 .002 .66 
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 
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Table C14. Eye-tracking results: Selectivity, Experiment 2b. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 2b, Overall 
     

*Target Color (TC) 1, 55 266.19 <.001 .83 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 54 68.63 <.001 .72 

*Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 55 9.84 <.001 .26 

Set Size (SS) 2, 54 0.80 .454  

Epoch (E) 1, 55 1.35 .250  

TC × PG 2, 55 0.59 .559  

CCP × PG 4, 110 1.01 .408  

SS × PG 4, 110 1.66 .164  

*E × PG 2, 55 6.22 .004 .18 

†TC × CCP 2, 54 2.45 .096 .08 

†TC × CCP × PG 4, 110 2.26 .067 .08 

*TC × SS 2, 54 144.11 <.001 .84 

TC × SS × PG 4, 110 0.27 .897  

*CCP × SS 4, 52 5.55 .001 .30 

CCP × SS × PG 8, 106 1.26 .273  

TC × CCP × SS 4, 52 1.53 .207  

TC × CCP × SS × PG 8, 106 0.45 .890  

*TC × E 1, 55 267.58 <.001 .83 

*TC × E × PG 2, 55 6.78 .002 .20 

*CCP × E 2, 54 10.98 <.001 .29 

CCP × E × PG 4, 110 0.68 .609  

TC × CCP × E 2, 54 0.18 .837  

TC × CCP × E × PG 4, 110 0.55 .697  

SS × E 2, 54 0.84 .439  

SS × E × PG 4, 110 0.92 .457  

*TC × SS × E 2, 54 51.96 <.001 .66 

TC × SS × E × PG 4, 110 0.20 .939  

*CCP × SS × E 4, 52 2.84 .033 .18 

CCP × SS × E × PG 8, 106 1.06 .396  

TC × CCP × SS × E 4, 52 0.58 .681  

TC × CCP × SS × E × PG 8, 106 0.61 .769  
     

Experiment 2b, High and low prevalence groups only 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 38 168.45 <.001 .82 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 37 47.31 <.001 .72 

*Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 38 16.33 <.001 .30 

†Set Size (SS) 2, 37 2.56 .091 .12 

Epoch (E) 1, 38 0.34 .562  

TC × PG 1, 38 1.03 .317  

CCP × PG 2, 37 1.36 .268  

SS × PG 2, 37 0.86 .431  

*E × PG 1, 38 10.02 .003 .21 

†TC × CCP 2, 37 2.75 .077 .13 

†TC × CCP × PG 2, 37 2.47 .098 .12 

*TC × SS 2, 37 112.24 <.001 .86 

TC × SS × PG 2, 37 0.21 .810  

*CCP × SS 4, 35 3.55 .016 .29 

CCP × SS × PG 4, 35 0.41 .802  

TC × CCP × SS 4, 35 1.17 .343  
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TC × CCP × SS × PG 4, 35 0.59 .675  

*TC × E 1, 38 132.00 <.001 .78 

*TC × E × PG 1, 38 9.01 .005 .19 

*CCP × E 2, 37 7.87 .001 .30 

CCP × E × PG 2, 37 0.87 .427  

TC × CCP × E 2, 37 0.18 .840  

TC × CCP × E × PG 2, 37 0.17 .846  

SS × E 2, 37 1.30 .284  

SS × E × PG 2, 37 0.60 .555  

*TC × SS × E 2, 37 39.41 <.001 .68 

TC × SS × E × PG 2, 37 0.07 .938  

†CCP × SS × E 4, 35 2.59 .053 .23 

CCP × SS × E × PG 4, 35 1.14 .354  

TC × CCP × SS × E 4, 35 0.64 .638  

TC × CCP × SS × E × PG 4, 35 0.62 .654  
     

Experiment 2b, Balanced Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 17 101.55 <.001 .86 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 16 24.56 <.001 .75 

Set Size (SS) 2, 16 2.07 .159  

*Epoch (E) 1, 17 19.85 <.001 .54 

TC × CCP 2, 16 1.40 .274  

*TC × SS 2, 16 28.17 <.001 .78 

*CCP × SS 4, 14 5.98 .005 .64 

TC × CCP × SS 4, 14 1.69 .209  

*TC × E 1, 17 71.78 <.001 .81 

*CCP × E 2, 16 3.77 .045 .32 

*TC × CCP × E 2, 16 25.49 <.001 .76 

*SS × E 2, 16 18.09 <.001 .69 

*TC × SS × E 2, 16 16.28 <.001 .67 

†CCP × SS × E 4, 14 3.09 .051 .47 

*TC × CCP × SS × E 4, 14 5.83 .006 .63 
     

Experiment 2b, High Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 20 116.43 <.001 .85 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 41.65 <.001 .81 

Set Size (SS) 2, 19 0.27 .769  

*Epoch (E) 1, 20 16.17 .001 .45 

†TC × CCP 2, 19 3.30 .059 .26 

*TC × SS 2, 19 52.20 <.001 .85 

*CCP × SS 4, 17 3.80 .022 .47 

TC × CCP × SS 4, 17 1.82 .172  

*TC × E 1, 20 95.80 <.001 .83 

*CCP × E 2, 19 4.14 .032 .30 

*TC × CCP × E 2, 19 3.91 .038 .29 

SS × E 2, 19 1.75 .201  

*TC × SS × E 2, 19 25.79 <.001 .73 

*CCP × SS × E 4, 17 6.72 .002 .61 

†TC × CCP × SS × E 4, 17 2.66 .069 .39 
     

Experiment 2b, Low Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 18 60.45 <.001 .77 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 17 17.23 <.001 .67 

Set Size (SS) 2, 17 1.35 .285  

Epoch (E) 1, 18 0.05 .820  
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TC × CCP 2, 17 1.49 .254  

*TC × SS 2, 17 61.74 <.001 .88 

*CCP × SS 4, 15 6.20 .004 .62 

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 15 6.16 .004 .62 

†TC × E 1, 18 3.43 .080 .16 

*CCP × E 2, 17 4.07 .036 .32 

*TC × CCP × E 2, 17 14.85 <.001 .64 

SS × E 2, 17 1.18 .331  

*TC × SS × E 2, 17 5.42 .015 .39 

*CCP × SS × E 4, 15 4.07 .020 .52 

*TC × CCP × SS × E 4, 15 6.68 .003 .64 
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 
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Table C15. Eye-tracking results: Inference (proportion of trials with a target inspection), Experiment 

2b. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 2b, Overall 
     

Target Color (TC) 1, 55 0.06 .805  

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 54 9.30 <.001 .26 

†‡Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 34.2 3.09 .058 .12 

*Set Size (SS) 2, 54 15.61 <.001 .37 

TC × PG 2, 55 0.27 .767  

CCP × PG 4, 110 1.30 .276  

*SS × PG 4, 110 2.61 .039 .09 

*TC × CCP 2, 54 12.06 <.001 .31 

TC × CCP × PG 4, 110 1.26 .291  

TC × SS 2, 54 0.98 .380  

TC × SS × PG 4, 110 0.36 .840  

*CCP × SS 4, 52 3.21 .020 .20 

CCP × SS × PG 8, 106 0.48 .868  

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 52 6.42 <.001 .33 

TC × CCP × SS × PG 8, 106 1.12 .357  
     

Experiment 2b, High and low prevalence groups only 

Target Color (TC) 1, 38 0.17 .686  

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 37 6.11 .005 .25 

Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 38 2.76 .105  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 37 13.13 <.001 .42 

TC × PG 1, 38 0.31 .578  

CCP × PG 2, 37 2.08 .139  

SS × PG 2, 37 2.05 .144  

*TC × CCP 2, 37 10.02 <.001 .35 

TC × CCP × PG 2, 37 1.66 .204  

TC × SS 2, 37 0.18 .836  

TC × SS × PG 2, 37 0.04 .963  

CCP × SS 4, 35 1.69 .963  

CCP × SS × PG 4, 35 0.41 .799  

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 35 4.75 .004 .35 

TC × CCP × SS × PG 4, 35 1.04 .399  
     

Experiment 2b, Balanced Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 17 0.05 .827  

†Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 16 3.33 .062 .29 

*Set Size (SS) 2, 16 4.22 .034 .35 

TC × CCP 2, 16 2.24 .139  

TC × SS 2, 16 2.08 .157  

CCP × SS 4, 14 1.86 .174  

TC × CCP × SS 4, 14 2.02 .147  
     

Experiment 2b, High Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 20 0.34 .569  

†Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 2.78 .088 .23 

*Set Size (SS) 2, 19 4.67 .022 .33 

*TC × CCP 2, 19 4.31 .029 .31 

TC × SS 2, 19 0.05 .951  

CCP × SS 4, 17 1.74 .188  

†TC × CCP × SS 4, 17 2.53 .079 .37 
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Experiment 2b, Low Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 18 0.02 .880  

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 17 4.74 .023 .36 

*Set Size (SS) 2, 17 7.75 .004 .48 

*TC × CCP 2, 17 6.93 .006 .45 

TC × SS 2, 17 0.12 .884  

CCP × SS 4, 15 0.56 .693  

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 15 3.62 .029 .49 
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 

‡ indicates Welch’s test, correcting for unequal group variances. 
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Table C16. Eye-tracking results: Mean first stimulus inspection duration, Experiment 2b. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 2b, Overall 
     

Target Color (TC) 1, 47 0.27 .605  

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 46 7.09 .002 .24 

Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 47 1.83 .172  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 46 72.23 <.001 .76 

*Distractor Color (DC) 1, 47 6.08 .017 .12 

TC × PG 2, 47 0.18 .832  

*CCP × PG 4, 94 3.18 .017 .12 

SS × PG 4, 94 0.43 .790  

†DC × PG 2, 47 2.62 .084 .10 

*TC × CCP 2, 46 4.02 .025 .15 

TC × CCP × PG 4, 94 1.14 .344  

TC × SS 2, 46 0.20 .817  

TC × SS × PG 4, 94 0.79 .534  

CCP × SS 4, 44 0.50 .736  

CCP × SS × PG 8, 90 1.15 .341  

TC × CCP × SS 4, 44 0.16 .958  

TC × CCP × SS × PG 8, 90 0.92 .503  

*TC × DC 1, 47 21.57 <.001 .32 

TC × DC × PG 2, 47 1.33 .274  

CCP × DC 2, 46 0.32 .726  

CCP × DC × PG 4, 94 0.35 .844  

TC × CCP × DC 2, 46 0.07 .932  

TC × CCP × DC × PG 4, 94 0.72 .580  

SS × DC 2, 46 0.06 .938  

*SS × DC × PG 4, 94 2.52 .046 .10 

TC × SS × DC 2, 46 1.61 .211  

TC × SS × DC × PG 4, 94 0.21 .932  

CCP × SS × DC 4, 44 1.25 .305  

CCP × SS × DC × PG 8, 90 0.54 .822  

TC × CCP × SS × DC 4, 44 0.17 .952  

TC × CCP × SS × DC × PG 8, 90 0.79 .617  
     

Experiment 2b, High and low prevalence groups only 

Target Color (TC) 1, 30 0.18 .672  

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 29 7.03 .003 .33 

Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 30 2.10 .158  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 29 37.78 <.001 .72 

†Distractor Color (DC) 1, 30 3.13 .087 .10 

TC × PG 1, 30 0.25 .624  

*CCP × PG 2, 29 4.78 .016 .25 

SS × PG 2, 29 0.04 .959  

*DC × PG 1, 30 4.51 .042 .13 

TC × CCP 2, 29 1.80 .184  

TC × CCP × PG 2, 29 1.80 .183  

TC × SS 2, 29 <0.01 .997  

TC × SS × PG 2, 29 0.99 .383  

CCP × SS 4, 27 1.18 .343  

CCP × SS × PG 4, 27 0.54 .706  

TC × CCP × SS 4, 27 0.04 .997  
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TC × CCP × SS × PG 4, 27 1.08 .387  

*TC × DC 1, 30 9.65 .004 .24 

TC × DC × PG 1, 30 1.94 .174  

CCP × DC 2, 29 0.47 .632  

CCP × DC × PG 2, 29 0.70 .505  

TC × CCP × DC 2, 29 0.70 .507  

TC × CCP × DC × PG 2, 29 0.02 .981  

SS × DC 2, 29 0.31 .733  

†SS × DC × PG 2, 29 2.96 .068 .17 

TC × SS × DC 2, 29 0.54 .586  

TC × SS × DC × PG 2, 29 0.18 .840  

CCP × SS × DC 4, 27 1.57 .211  

CCP × SS × DC × PG 4, 27 0.13 .969  

TC × CCP × SS × DC 4, 27 0.20 .935  

TC × CCP × SS × DC × PG 4, 27 0.62 .650  
     

Experiment 2b, Balanced Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 17 0.11 .749  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 16 0.98 .397  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 16 44.52 <.001  

†Distractor Color (DC) 1, 17 3.47 .080 .17 

TC × CCP 2, 16 2.64 .102  

TC × SS 2, 16 0.96 .405  

CCP × SS 4, 14 0.88 .501  

TC × CCP × SS 4, 14 0.95 .465  

*TC × DC 1, 17 15.39 .001 .48 

CCP × DC 2, 16 0.01 .990  

TC × CCP × DC 2, 16 0.70 .509  

*SS × DC 2, 16 4.45 .029 .36 

TC × SS × DC 2, 16 2.40 .123  

CCP × SS × DC 4, 14 2.01 .149  

TC × CCP × SS × DC 4, 14 0.65 .634  
     

Experiment 2b, High Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 14 <0.01 .966  

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 13 7.00 .009 .52 

*Set Size (SS) 2, 13 20.70 <.001 .76 

*Distractor Color (DC) 1, 14 5.66 .032 .29 

*TC × CCP 2, 13 4.17 .040 .39 

TC × SS 2, 13 0.71 .512  

CCP × SS 4, 11 0.60 .672  

TC × CCP × SS 4, 11 0.70 .611  

TC × DC 1, 14 1.39 .258  

CCP × DC 2, 13 0.45 .648  

TC × CCP × DC 2, 13 0.36 .703  

*SS × DC 2, 13 4.90 .026 .43 

TC × SS × DC 2, 13 0.62 .551  

CCP × SS × DC 4, 11 1.03 .436  

TC × CCP × SS × DC 4, 11 0.58 .684  
     

Experiment 2b, Low Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 16 0.56 .466  

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 15 7.52 .005 .50 

*Set Size (SS) 2, 15 16.97 <.001 .694 

Distractor Color (DC) 1, 16 0.09 .773  
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TC × CCP 2, 15 0.04 .965  

TC × SS 2, 15 0.40 .679  

CCP × SS 4, 13 0.89 .499  

TC × CCP × SS 4, 13 0.53 .717  

*TC × DC 1, 16 10.74 .005 .40 

CCP × DC 2, 15 0.62 .552  

TC × CCP × DC 2, 15 0.34 .718  

SS × DC 2, 15 1.33 .294  

TC × SS × DC 2, 15 0.21 .815  

CCP × SS × DC 4, 13 0.70 .604  

TC × CCP × SS × DC 4, 13 0.21 .927  
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 
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Table C17. Eye-tracking results: Mean decision time, Experiment 2b. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 2b, Overall 
     

Target Color (TC) 1, 53 0.11 .738  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 52 1.59 .213  

Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 53 1.17 .317  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 52 62.26 <.001 .71 

TC × PG 2, 53 2.25 .115  

†CCP × PG 4, 106 2.17 .077 .08 

SS × PG 4, 106 0.15 .962  

*TC × CCP 2, 52 16.59 <.001 .39 

TC × CCP × PG 4, 106 1.18 .322  

TC × SS 2, 52 0.61 .545  

TC × SS × PG 4, 106 0.74 .569  

CCP × SS 4, 50 1.33 .271  

CCP × SS × PG 8, 102 1.48 .172  

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 50 7.77 <.001 .38 

TC × CCP × SS × PG 8, 102 1.03 .417  
     

Experiment 2b, High and low prevalence groups only 

Target Color (TC) 1, 36 <0.01 .999  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 35 1.20 .315  

Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 36 2.04 .162  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 35 49.24 <.001 .74 

†TC × PG 1, 36 3.93 .055 .10 

†CCP × PG 2, 35 2.56 .091 .13 

SS × PG 2, 35 0.04 .957  

*TC × CCP 2, 35 9.86 <.001 .36 

TC × CCP × PG 2, 35 0.46 .633  

TC × SS 2, 35 0.36 .702  

TC × SS × PG 2, 35 0.27 .765  

CCP × SS 4, 33 0.83 .518  

†CCP × SS × PG 4, 33 2.22 .088 .21 

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 33 4.37 .006 .35 

TC × CCP × SS × PG 4, 33 0.84 .511  
     

Experiment 2b, Balanced Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 17 0.38 .547  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 16 1.29 .302  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 16 14.08 <.001 .64 

*TC × CCP 2, 16 9.64 .002 .55 

TC × SS 2, 16 1.18 .332  

CCP × SS 4, 14 0.92 .478  

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 14 3.55 .034 .50 
     

Experiment 2b, High Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 20 2.50 .129  

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 7.03 .005 .43 

*Set Size (SS) 2, 19 32.28 <.001 .77 

*TC × CCP 2, 19 4.98 .018 .34 

TC × SS 2, 19 0.08 .925  

*CCP × SS 4, 17 6.06 .003 .59 

TC × CCP × SS 4, 17 1.21 .344  
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Experiment 2b, Low Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 16 1.54 .232  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 15 0.44 .653  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 15 18.06 <.001 .71 

*TC × CCP 2, 15 4.58 .028 .38 

TC × SS 2, 15 0.38 .691  

CCP × SS 4, 13 0.23 .917  

*TC × CCP × SS 4, 13 3.94 .026 .55 
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 
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Table C18. Eye-tracking results: Perceptual failures, Experiment 2b. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 2b, Overall 
     

†Target Color (TC) 1, 53 3.80 .057 .07 

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 52 1.05 .357  

*Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 53 3.48 .038 .12 

Set Size (SS) 2, 52 1.19 .312  

*TC × PG 2, 53 23.70 <.001 .47 

CCP × PG 4, 106 1.67 .163  

SS × PG 4, 106 0.22 .929  

TC × CCP 2, 52 0.90 .409  

TC × CCP × PG 4, 106 1.76 .143  

TC × SS 2, 52 0.72 .494  

TC × SS × PG 4, 106 0.45 .770  

CCP × SS 4, 50 0.66 .626  

CCP × SS × PG 8, 102 0.86 .550  

TC × CCP × SS 4, 50 0.78 .544  

TC × CCP × SS × PG 8, 102 0.45 .888  
     

Experiment 2b, High and low prevalence groups only 

†Target Color (TC) 1, 36 3.55 .068 .09 

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 35 1.82 .178  

*Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 36 4.93 .033 .12 

Set Size (SS) 2, 35 0.57 .571  

*TC × PG 1, 36 54.49 <.001 .60 

CCP × PG 2, 35 1.63 .211  

SS × PG 2, 35 0.33 .723  

TC × CCP 2, 35 0.27 .767  

TC × CCP × PG 2, 35 1.44 .250  

TC × SS 2, 35 0.59 .560  

TC × SS × PG 2, 35 0.11 .896  

CCP × SS 4, 33 0.41 .802  

CCP × SS × PG 4, 33 0.62 .650  

TC × CCP × SS 4, 33 1.19 .334  

TC × CCP × SS × PG 4, 33 0.30 .876  
     

Experiment 2b, Balanced Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 17 0.62 .441  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 16 0.29 .750  

Set Size (SS) 2, 16 1.32 .296  

*TC × CCP 2, 16 9.26 .002 .54 

TC × SS 2, 16 1.23 .318  

CCP × SS 4, 14 1.41 .282  

TC × CCP × SS 4, 14 0.06 .992  
     

Experiment 2b, High Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 20 49.63 <.001 .72 

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 1.32 .291  

Set Size (SS) 2, 19 1.71 .207  

TC × CCP 2, 19 0.36 .705  

TC × SS 2, 19 0.27 .763  

CCP × SS 4, 17 0.92 .478  

TC × CCP × SS 4, 17 0.42 .789  
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Experiment 2b, Low Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 16 21.29 <.001 .57 

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 15 1.66 .224  

Set Size (SS) 2, 15 0.11 .901  

TC × CCP 2, 15 1.72 .212  

TC × SS 2, 15 0.50 .618  

CCP × SS 4, 13 0.38 .820  

TC × CCP × SS 4, 13 0.95 .467  
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 
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Table C19. Mean accuracy results, Experiment 2c. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 2c, Overall 
     

Target Font (TF) 1, 79 1.67 .200  

*Cue Font Proportion (CFP) 2, 78 5.78 .005 .13 

Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 79 0.11 .897  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 78 27.67 <.001 .42 

*TF × PG 2, 79 4.78 .011 .11 

CFP × PG 4, 158 0.80 .530  

SS × PG 4, 158 0.30 .877  

TF × CFP 2, 78 1.66 .197  

TF × CFP × PG 4, 158 0.77 .550  

*TF × SS 2, 78 4.43 .015 .10 

TF × SS × PG 4, 158 0.73 .576  

*CFP × SS 4, 76 2.61 .042 .12 

CFP × SS × PG 8, 154 0.74 .658  

TF × CFP × SS 4, 76 1.51 .207  

TF × CFP × SS × PG 8, 154 1.53 .152  
     

Experiment 2c, High and low prevalence groups only 

Target Font (TF) 1, 53 0.57 .452  

†Cue Font Proportion (CFP) 2, 52 7.50 .008 .12 

Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 53 0.01 .943  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 52 18.52 <.001 .42 

*TF × PG 1, 53 7.50 .008 .12 

CFP × PG 2, 52 0.15 .866  

SS × PG 2, 52 0.02 .983  

TF × CFP 2, 52 0.12 .884  

TF × CFP × PG 2, 52 0.17 .846  

†TF × SS 2, 52 2.80 .070 .10 

TF × SS × PG 2, 52 0.49 .615  

CFP × SS 4, 50 1.25 .303  

CFP × SS × PG 4, 50 0.78 .545  

†TF × CFP × SS 4, 50 2.52 .053 .17 

TF × CFP × SS × PG 4, 50 2.52 .579  
     

Experiment 2c, Balanced Prevalence 

Target Font (TF) 1, 26 2.27 .144  

*Cue Font Proportion (CFP) 2, 25 3.90 .034 .24 

*Set Size (SS) 2, 25 10.53 <.001 .46 

*TF × CFP 2, 25 5.15 .013 .29 

*TF × SS 2, 25 3.52 .045 .22 

CFP × SS 4, 23 1.42 .258  

TF × CFP × SS 4, 23 1.35 .281  
     

Experiment 2c, High Prevalence 

Target Font (TF) 1, 26 1.69 .205  

Cue Font Proportion (CFP) 2, 25 2.35 .116  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 25 10.52 <.001 .46 

TF × CFP 2, 25 0.29 .754  

TF × SS 2, 25 1.09 .351  

CFP × SS 4, 23 0.88 .489  

†TF × CFP × SS 4, 23 2.36 .083 .29 
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Experiment 2c, Low Prevalence 

*Target Font (TF) 1, 27 7.17 .012 .21 

Cue Font Proportion (CFP) 2, 26 0.86 .434  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 26 8.18 .002 .39 

TF × CFP 2, 26 0.02 .984  

TF × SS 2, 26 2.04 .151  

CFP × SS 4, 24 1.74 .175  

TF × CFP × SS 4, 24 1.51 .357  
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 
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Table C20. Median search RT results, Experiment 2c. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 2c, Overall 
     

*Target Font (TF) 1, 79 22.70 <.001 .22 

*Cue Font Proportion (CFP) 2, 78 47.54 <.001 .55 

Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 79 1.07 .347  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 78 371.45 <.001 .91 

*TF × PG 2, 79 83.81 <.001 .68 

*CFP × PG 4, 158 4.92 .001 .11 

SS × PG 4, 158 0.41 .802  

*TF × CFP 2, 78 24.22 <.001 .38 

*TF × CFP × PG 4, 158 2.69 .033 .06 

*TF × SS 2, 78 5.05 .009 .12 

*TF × SS × PG 4, 158 13.89 <.001 .26 

*CFP × SS 4, 76 19.54 <.001 .51 

CFP × SS × PG 8, 154 1.16 .326  

*TF × CFP × SS 4, 76 12.23 <.001 .39 

TF × CFP × SS × PG 8, 154 1.64 .117  
     

Experiment 2c, High and low prevalence groups only 

*Target Font (TF) 1, 53 9.23 .004 .15 

*Cue Font Proportion (CFP) 2, 52 30.28 <.001 .54 

Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 53 1.03 .316  

*Set Size (SS) 2, 52 250.87 <.001 .91 

*TF × PG 1, 53 149.16 <.001 .74 

*CFP × PG 2, 52 11.10 <.001 .30 

SS × PG 2, 52 0.13 .878  

*TF × CFP 2, 52 18.80 <.001 .42 

*TF × CFP × PG 2, 52 5.63 .006 .18 

TF × SS 2, 52 2.40 .101  

*TF × SS × PG 2, 52 31.71 <.001 .55 

*CFP × SS 4, 50 10.94 <.001 .47 

CFP × SS × PG 4, 50 1.17 .338  

*TF × CFP × SS 4, 50 8.85 <.001 .42 

*TF × CFP × SS × PG 4, 50 2.58 .048 .17 
     

Experiment 2c, Balanced Prevalence 

*Target Font (TF) 1, 26 17.85 <.001 .41 

*Cue Font Proportion (CFP) 2, 25 17.18 <.001 .58 

*Set Size (SS) 2, 25 116.97 <.001 .90 

*TF × CFP 2, 25 6.13 .007 .33 

*TF × SS 2, 25 5.58 .010 .31 

*CFP × SS 4, 23 14.60 <.001 .72 

*TF × CFP × SS 4, 23 4.26 .010 .43 
     

Experiment 2c, High Prevalence 

*Target Font (TF) 1, 26 128.43 <.001 .84 

*Cue Font Proportion (CFP) 2, 25 40.64 <.001 .77 

*Set Size (SS) 2, 25 225.94 <.001 .95 

*TF × CFP 2, 25 4.81 .017 .28 

*TF × SS 2, 25 25.17 <.001 .67 

*CFP × SS 4, 23 7.18 .001 .56 

*TF × CFP × SS 4, 23 4.23 .010 .42 
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Experiment 2c, Low Prevalence 

*Target Font (TF) 1, 27 38.74 <.001 .59 

*Cue Font Proportion (CFP) 2, 26 12.39 <.001 .49 

*Set Size (SS) 2, 26 98.15 <.001 .88 

*TF × CFP 2, 26 25.10 <.001 .66 

*TF × SS 2, 26 10.03 .001 .44 

*CFP × SS 4, 24 5.91 .002 .50 

*TF × CFP × SS 4, 24 7.72 <.001 .56 
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 
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Table C21. Mean accuracy results, Experiment 3a. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 3a, Overall 
     

*Target Color (TC) 1, 75 19.71 <.001 .21 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 74 4.00 .022 .10 

Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 75 0.09 .914  

*TC × PG 2, 75 3.21 .046 .08 

CCP × PG 4, 150 0.59 .674  

TC × CCP 2, 74 1.88 .160  

TC × CCP × PG 4, 150 0.36 .837  
     

Experiment 3a, High and low prevalence groups only 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 51 15.62 <.001 .23 

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 50 1.10 .341  

Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 51 <0.01 .987  

*TC × PG 1, 51 7.62 .008 .13 

CCP × PG 2, 50 0.10 .903  

TC × CCP 2, 50 1.60 .211  

TC × CCP × PG 2, 50 0.49 .613  
     

Experiment 3a, Balanced Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 24 4.91 .036 .17 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 23 4.03 .032 .26 

TC × CCP 2, 23 0.56 .578  
     

Experiment 3a, High Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 26 0.77 .389  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 25 0.52 .602  

TC × CCP 2, 25 0.13 .883  
     

Experiment 3a, Low Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 25 20.89 <.001 .46 

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 24 0.61 .552  

†TC × CCP 2, 24 2.68 .089 .18 
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 
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Table C22. Mean accuracy results, examining stimulus color two items prior to the target, 

Experiment 3a. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 3a, Overall 
     

*Target Color (TC) 1, 75 12.75 .001 .15 

Distractor Color (DC) 1, 75 0.20 .660  

Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 75 0.16 .853  

*TC × PG 2, 75 4.49 .014 .11 

DC × PG 2, 75 0.88 .420  

*TC × DC 1, 75 12.79 .001 .15 

TC × DC × PG 2, 75 0.20 .819  
     

Experiment 3a, High and low prevalence groups only 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 51 9.76 .003 .16 

Distractor Color (DC) 1, 51 0.11 .739  

Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 51 0.03 .875  

*TC × PG 1, 51 11.71 .001 .19 

DC × PG 1, 51 0.21 .646  

*TC × DC 1, 51 9.49 .003 .16 

TC × DC × PG 1, 51 0.38 .540  
     

Experiment 3a, Balanced Prevalence 

†Target Color (TC) 1, 24 3.60 .070 .13 

Distractor Color (DC) 1, 24 2.19 .152  

†TC × DC 1, 24 3.42 .077 .13 
     

Experiment 3a, High Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 26 0.05 .823  

Distractor Color (DC) 1, 26 0.25 .625  

*TC × DC 1, 26 8.60 .007 .25 
     

Experiment 3a, Low Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 25 18.80 <.001 .43 

Distractor Color (DC) 1, 25 0.01 .914  

TC × DC 1, 25 2.49 .127  
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 
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Table C23. Mean accuracy results, examining stimulus color one item prior to the target, Experiment 

3a. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 3a, overall 
     

*Target Color (TC) 1, 75 15.02 <.001 .17 

*Distractor Color (DC) 1, 75 4.35 .040 .06 

Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 75 0.11 .898  

*TC × PG 2, 75 4.08 .021 .10 

DC × PG 2, 75 0.10 .908  

*TC × DC 1, 75 14.29 <.001 .16 

TC × DC × PG 2, 75 0.45 .641  
     

Experiment 3a, high and low prevalence groups only 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 51 10.90 .002 .18 

Distractor Color (DC) 1, 51 2.44 .124  

Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 51 0.01 .946  

*TC × PG 1, 51 9.78 .003 .16 

DC × PG 1, 51 0.16 .694  

*TC × DC 1, 51 6.90 .011 .12 

TC × DC × PG 1, 51 0.60 .441  
     

Experiment 3a, Balanced Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 24 4.44 .046 .16 

Distractor Color (DC) 1, 24 2.67 .115  

*TC × DC 1, 24 10.65 .003 .31 
     

Experiment 3a, High Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 26 0.02 .898  

Distractor Color (DC) 1, 26 1.99 .171  

TC × DC 1, 26 1.39 .249  
     

Experiment 3a, Low Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 25 18.76 <.001 .43 

Distractor Color (DC) 1, 25 0.66 .426  

*TC × DC 1, 25 7.76 .010 .24 
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 
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Table C24. Mean accuracy results, examining stimulus color one item following the target, 

Experiment 3a. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 3a, Overall 
     

*Target Color (TC) 1, 75 21.50 <.001 .22 

†Distractor Color (DC) 1, 75 3.69 .058 .05 

Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 75 0.12 .891  

†TC × PG 2, 75 2.67 .076 .07 

DC × PG 2, 75 2.37 .100  

*TC × DC 1, 75 91.25 <.001 .55 

TC × DC × PG 2, 75 0.62 .538  
     

Experiment 3a, High and low prevalence groups only 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 51 17.01 <.001 .25 

Distractor Color (DC) 1, 51 0.37 .544  

Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 51 0.01 .932  

*TC × PG 1, 51 6.18 .016 .11 

DC × PG 1, 51 2.05 .159  

*TC × DC 1, 51 54.96 <.001 .52 

TC × DC × PG 1, 51 0.89 .350  
     

Experiment 3a, Balanced Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 24 5.29 .030 .18 

*Distractor Color (DC) 1, 24 6.25 .020 .21 

*TC × DC 1, 24 44.76 <.001 .65 
     

Experiment 3a, High Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 26 1.34 .257  

Distractor Color (DC) 1, 26 2.09 .161  

*TC × DC 1, 26 32.87 <.001 .56 
     

Experiment 3a, Low Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 25 21.85 <.001 .47 

Distractor Color (DC) 1, 25 0.34 .567  

*TC × DC 1, 25 22.47 <.001 .47 
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 
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Table C25. Mean accuracy results, examining stimulus color two items following the target, 

Experiment 3a. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 3a, Overall 
     

*Target Color (TC) 1, 75 20.70 <.001 .22 

Distractor Color (DC) 1, 75 1.40 .241  

Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 75 0.16 .853  

†TC × PG 2, 75 2.85 .064 .07 

DC × PG 2, 75 0.16 .849  

TC × DC 1, 75 0.02 .895  

TC × DC × PG 2, 75 0.04 .957  
     

Experiment 3a, High and low prevalence groups only 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 51 16.84 <.001 .25 

Distractor Color (DC) 1, 51 0.35 .555  

Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 51 0.03 .856  

*TC × PG 1, 51 6.33 .015 .11 

DC × PG 1, 51 <0.01 .986  

TC × DC 1, 51 0.04 .840  

TC × DC × PG 1, 51 0.05 .817  
     

Experiment 3a, Balanced Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 24 4.70 .040 .16 

Distractor Color (DC) 1, 24 1.89 .182  

TC × DC 1, 24 0.01 .945  
     

Experiment 3a, High Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 26 1.26 .271  

Distractor Color (DC) 1, 26 0.18 .677  

TC × DC 1, 26 0.07 .796  
     

Experiment 3a, Low Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 25 21.90 <.001 .47 

Distractor Color (DC) 1, 25 0.18 .678  

TC × DC 1, 25 <0.01 .978  
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 
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Table C26. Mean accuracy results, Experiment 3b. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 3b, Overall 
     

*Target Color (TC) 1, 52 7.97 .007 .13 

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 51 0.01 .992  

Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 52 2.28 .113  

†TC × PG 2, 52 2.70 .076 .09 

CCP × PG 4, 104 0.81 .522  

TC × CCP 2, 51 0.19 .831  

TC × CCP × PG 4, 104 0.96 .434  
     

Experiment 3b, High and low prevalence groups only 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 34 8.36 .007 .20 

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 33 0.40 .675  

†Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 34 3.05 .090 .08 

*TC × PG 1, 34 8.20 .007 .19 

CCP × PG 2, 33 0.35 .709  

TC × CCP 2, 33 0.18 .838  

TC × CCP × PG 2, 33 1.00 .378  
     

Experiment 3b, Balanced Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 18 1.51 .235  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 17 0.64 .538  

TC × CCP 2, 17 1.23 .316  
     

Experiment 3b, High Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 16 <0.01 .978  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 15 0.43 .661  

TC × CCP 2, 15 1.34 .292  
     

Experiment 3b, Low Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 18 11.74 .003 .40 

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 17 0.26 .777  

TC × CCP 2, 17 0.58 .570  
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 
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Table C27. Mean accuracy results, Experiment 3c. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 3c, Overall 
     

Target Color (TC) 1, 58 2.29 .136  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 57 0.53 .594  

†Prevalence Group (PG) 2, 58 2.71 .075 .09 

*TC × PG 2, 58 4.97 .010 .15 

CCP × PG 4, 116 0.43 .786  

TC × CCP 2, 57 0.19 .828  

TC × CCP × PG 4, 116 0.73 .575  
     

Experiment 3c, High and low prevalence groups only 

Target Color (TC) 1, 39 2.19 .147  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 38 1.14 .331  

†Prevalence Group (PG) 1, 39 2.99 .092 .07 

*TC × PG 1, 39 9.04 .005 .19 

CCP × PG 2, 38 .080 .923  

TC × CCP 2, 38 0.33 .718  

TC × CCP × PG 2, 38 0.70 .504  
     

Experiment 3c, Balanced Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 19 0.25 .626  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 18 0.10 .907  

TC × CCP 2, 18 0.41 .672  
     

Experiment 3c, High Prevalence 

Target Color (TC) 1, 20 1.48 .238  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 0.57 .575  

TC × CCP 2, 19 0.42 .661  
     

Experiment 3c, Low Prevalence 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 19 8.18 .010 .30 

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 18 0.59 .566  

TC × CCP 2, 18 0.52 .604  
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 
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Table C28. Mean accuracy results, Experiment 4a. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 4a, Overall 
     

*Target Object (TO) 1, 122 11.09 .001 .08 

Target Color (TC) 1, 122 1.76 .187  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 121 <0.01 .997  

†Object Prevalence (OP) 1, 122 2.96 .088 .02 

‡Color Prevalence (CP) 2, 67.8 1.46 .239  

OP × CP 2, 122 0.01 .991  

*TO × OP 1, 122 8.76 .004 .07 

TO × CP 2, 122 0.03 .970  

TO × OP × CP 2, 122 1.79 .172  

TC × OP 1, 122 0.02 .877  

*TC × CP 2, 122 7.02 .001 .10 

TC × OP × CP 2, 122 0.68 .509  

CCP × OP 2, 121 0.20 .818  

CCP × CP 4, 244 1.49 .205  

CCP × OP × CP 4, 244 1.64 .165  

TO × TC 1, 122 0.01 .921  

*TO × TC × OP 1, 122 4.70 .032 .04 

TO × TC × CP 2, 122 1.46 .237  

TO × TC × OP × CP 2, 122 .313 .732  

TO × CCP 2, 121 0.64 .529  

TO × CCP × OP 2, 121 1.83 .166  

TO × CCP × CP 4, 244 1.32 .263  

TO × CCP × OP × CP 4, 244 0.18 .947  

†TC × CCP 2, 121 2.70 .071 .04 

TC × CCP × OP 2, 121 0.44 .648  

TC × CCP × CP 4, 244 0.46 .763  

TC × CCP × OP × CP 4, 244 0.61 .657  

TO × TC × CCP 2, 121 0.79 .455  

TO × TC × CCP × OP 2, 121 1.25 .290  

TO × TC × CCP × CP 4, 244 0.15 .961  

TO × TC × CCP × OP × CP 4, 244 1.16 .328  
     

     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 

‡ indicates Welch’s test, correcting for unequal group variances. 
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Table C29. Mean accuracy results broken down by group, Experiment 4a. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 4a, Balanced Object Prevalence, High Color Prevalence 
     

Target Object (TO) 1, 18 1.08 .312  

Target Color (TC) 1, 18 0.42 .525  

†Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 17 3.16 .068 .27 

TO × TC 1, 18 1.51 .235  

TO × CCP 2, 17 1.85 .188  

TC × CCP 2, 17 1.67 .219  

TO × TC × CCP 2, 17 0.35 .710  
     

Experiment 4a, Balanced Object Prevalence, Balanced Color Prevalence 

Target Object (TO) 1, 20 0.50 .488  

Target Color (TC) 1, 20 1.55 .227  

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 4.31 .029 .31 

TO × TC 1, 20 <0.01 .953  

TO × CCP 2, 19 0.74 .489  

TC × CCP 2, 19 1.10 .353  

TO × TC × CCP 2, 19 0.99 .392  
     

Experiment 4a, Balanced Object Prevalence, Low Color Prevalence 

Target Object (TO) 1, 20 0.68 .419  

*Target Color (TC) 1, 20 13.79 .001 .41 

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 0.18 .835  

TO × TC 1, 20 0.11 .743  

†TO × CCP 2, 19 2.81 .086 .23 

TC × CCP 2, 19 0.21 .810  

†TO × TC × CCP 2, 19 3.30 .059 .26 
     

Experiment 4a, Unbalanced Object Prevalence, High Color Prevalence 

Target Object (TO) 1, 21 2.03 .168  

Target Color (TC) 1, 21 1.35 .258  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 20 0.93 .412  

TO × TC 1, 21 0.69 .415  

TO × CCP 2, 20 0.07 .934  

TC × CCP 2, 20 1.25 .307  

TO × TC × CCP 2, 20 0.99 .390  
     

Experiment 4a, Unbalanced Object Prevalence, Balanced Color Prevalence 

*Target Object (TO) 1, 21 4.47 .047 .18 

Target Color (TC) 1, 21 2.87 .105  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 20 0.38 .689  

TO × TC 1, 21 2.02 .170  

TO × CCP 2, 20 2.43 .113  

TC × CCP 2, 20 0.23 .801  

TO × TC × CCP 2, 20 0.65 .533  
 

Experiment 4a, Unbalanced Object Prevalence, Low Color Prevalence 

*Target Object (TO) 1, 22 10.14 .004 .32 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 22 26.32 <.001 .55 

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 21 1.03 .376  

TO × TC 1, 22 0.78 .388  

TO × CCP 2, 21 0.64 .536  

TC × CCP 2, 21 0.28 .762  

TO × TC × CCP 2, 21 0.39 .680  
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Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 
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Table C30. Median search RT results, Experiment 4a. 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 4a, Overall 
     

*Target Object (TO) 1, 122 48.95 <.001 .29 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 122 33.25 <.001 .21 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 1212 9.00 <.001 .13 

‡Object Prevalence (OP) 1, 117.6 0.14 .706  

Color Prevalence (CP) 2, 122 1.16 .317  

OP × CP 2, 122 0.44 .645  

*TO × OP 1, 122 28.11 <.001 .19 

TO × CP 2, 122 0.10 .901  

TO × OP × CP 2, 122 1.36 .262  

TC × OP 1, 122 0.18 .673  

*TC × CP 2, 122 18.31 <.001 .23 

TC × OP × CP 2, 122 0.28 .755  

CCP × OP 2, 121 0.81 .448  

CCP × CP 4, 244 0.58 .681  

CCP × OP × CP 4, 244 0.91 .461  

TO × TC 1, 122 2.21 .139  

TO × TC × OP 1, 122 0.06 .808  

TO × TC × CP 2, 122 0.62 .542  

TO × TC × OP × CP 2, 122 0.18 .839  

TO × CCP 2, 121 0.77 .465  

TO × CCP × OP 2, 121 0.54 .583  

TO × CCP × CP 4, 244 1.47 .212  

*TO × CCP × OP × CP 4, 244 3.30 .012 .05 

*TC × CCP 2, 121 3.15 .047 .05 

TC × CCP × OP 2, 121 0.44 .645  

TC × CCP × CP 4, 144 0.31 .869  

TC × CCP × OP × CP 4, 244 0.31 .869  

†TO × TC × CCP 2, 121 2.36 .099 .04 

†TO × TC × CCP × OP 2, 121 2.90 .059 .05 

TO × TC × CCP × CP 4, 244 0.27 .897  

TO × TC × CCP × OP × CP 4, 244 1.54 .191  
     

     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 

† indicates marginal results. 

‡ indicates Welch’s test, correcting for unequal group variances. 
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Table C31. Median search RT results broken down by group, Experiment 4a. 

 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 4a, Balanced Object Prevalence, High Color Prevalence 
     

Target Object (TO) 1, 18 0.06 .815  

*Target Color (TC) 1, 18 36.23 <.001 .67 

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 17 0.78 .47  

TO × TC 1, 18 0.18 .674  

*TO × CCP 2, 17 6.34 .009 .43 

TC × CCP 2, 17 0.12 .890  

*TO × TC × CCP 2, 17 4.78 .023 .36 
     

Experiment 4a, Balanced Object Prevalence, Balanced Color Prevalence 

Target Object (TO) 1, 20 2.57 .124  

*Target Color (TC) 1, 20 4.96 .038 .20 

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 2.30 .127  

TO × TC 1, 20 1.62 .217  

TO × CCP 2, 19 0.21 .816  

TC × CCP 2, 19 1.70 .210  

TO × TC × CCP 2, 19 1.88 .180  
     

Experiment 4a, Balanced Object Prevalence, Low Color Prevalence 

Target Object (TO) 1, 20 <0.01 .963  

Target Color (TC) 1, 20 0.12 .734  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 19 0.46 .638  

TO × TC 1, 20 1.13 .300  

TO × CCP 2, 19 2.09 .151  

TC × CCP 2, 19 0.95 .406  

TO × TC × CCP 2, 19 0.37 .694  
     

Experiment 4a, Unbalanced Object Prevalence, High Color Prevalence 

*Target Object (TO) 1, 21 33.23 <.001 .61 

*Target Color (TC) 1, 21 29.12 <.001 .58 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 20 8.16 .003 .45 

TO × TC 1, 21 0.09 .770  

TO × CCP 2, 20 0.31 .737  

TC × CCP 2, 20 2.13 .145  

TO × TC × CCP 2, 20 1.05 .369  
     

Experiment 4a, Unbalanced Object Prevalence, Balanced Color Prevalence 

*Target Object (TO) 1, 21 18.10 <.001 .46 

Target Color (TC) 1, 21 1.90 .183  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 20 1.16 .334  

TO × TC 1, 21 1.72 .205  

TO × CCP 2, 20 0.64 .541  

TC × CCP 2, 20 0.75 .487  

TO × TC × CCP 2, 20 0.45 .644  
 

Experiment 4a, Unbalanced Object Prevalence, Low Color Prevalence 

*Target Object (TO) 1, 22 36.02 <.001 .62 

Target Color (TC) 1, 22 <0.01 .985  

Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 21 1.05 .369  

TO × TC 1, 22 0.19 .670  

TO × CCP 2, 21 1.99 .162  

TC × CCP 2, 21 0.05 .948  

TO × TC × CCP 2, 21 0.19 .826  
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Note: * indicates significant results. 
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Table C32. Behavioral results for Experiment 4b 

Analysis and Effect   df   F           p ��
� 

     

Experiment 4b Mean Accuracy, Balanced Object Prevalence, Balanced Color Prevalence 
     

Target Object (TO) 1, 45 0.13 .722  

*Target Color (TC) 1, 45 5.42 .024 .11 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 44 4.71 .014 .18 

TO × TC 1, 45 1.85 .180  

TO × CCP 2, 44 2.05 .140  

TC × CCP 2, 44 0.60 .552  

TO × TC × CCP 2, 44 <0.01 .999  
     

Experiment 4b Median Search RT, Balanced Object Prevalence, Balanced Color Prevalence 

Target Object (TO) 1, 45 0.18 .674  

*Target Color (TC) 1, 45 35.72 <.001 .44 

*Cue Color Proportion (CCP) 2, 44 13.37 <.001 .38 

TO × TC 1, 45 1.36 .249  

TO × CCP 2, 44 0.94 .397  

TC × CCP 2, 44 1.83 .172  

TO × TC × CCP 2, 44 0.59 .560  
     

 

Note: * indicates significant results. 
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APPENDIX D 

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES 
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Figure D1. Experiment 3a accuracy, examining Distractor Color two items prior to the 

target’s occurrence in the search stream. The x-axis differentiates trials in which this 

distractor matched versus mismatched the initial cue. Error bars indicate SEM. 
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Figure D2. Experiment 3a accuracy, examining Distractor Color one item prior to the 

target’s occurrence in the search stream. Error bars indicate SEM. 
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Figure D3. Experiment 3a accuracy, examining Distractor Color one item following the 

target’s occurrence in the search stream. Error bars indicate SEM. 
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Figure D4. Experiment 3a accuracy, examining Distractor Color two items following the 

target’s occurrence in the search stream. Error bars indicate SEM. 

 

 


